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ABSTRACT 

A total of 13 6oo K--mesons at rest has been observed in two 

nuclear emulsion stacks. The emission of hyperons, pions, and hyper

fragments from 3900 of the K--capture stars has been studied extensively. 

The identification of the hyperons is discussed. Charged Z-hyperons 

are emitted from (17.3 ± 1.2) percent of all K--stars in the completely 

analyzed stack from which the figures following are quoted. The z+;z

ratio for all stars is 1.o8 ± 0.08, while the proportion of stars 

from which pions are emitted is 0.38 ± 0.05. About 11 percent of all 

identified charged Z-hyperons had an energy above 60 MeV, and were 

therefore attributed to multinucleon reaction channels. The proportion 

of all multinucleon primary reaction processes may be as high as 46 

percent. A detailed examination of the pion-emitting events and of 

the sign ratio of the mesons has led to an estimate.of the probabilities 

of absorption of E-hyperons in the parent nucleus, and to a partition 

of events between the various single-nucleon reaction channels. On 
~ 

the basis of the Coulomb barrier and Auger electron emission, discrimi-

nation is made between K--capture on light (C,N,O) nuclei and on heavy 

nuclei (Ag, Br). For the single-nucleon reaction channels it is found 

that K--capture by a light nucleus is 1.16 times as likely to produce 

a pion as a K--capture by a heavy nucleus. For the multinucleon 

channels, it is determined that K--int~raction with a light nucleus 

is 2.36 times as likely to produce a fast (Tz > 60 MeV) Z-hyperon as 

interaction. with a heavy nucleus. 'The mechanism of ligl1t (Z < 7) hyper

fragment formation, excluding cr,r.ptofragments, is shown by analysis 

. . ~ 
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of the pion· spectra accompanying the hypernuclear prong to be primarily 

one of E-conversion (80 percent). A study of the relative number of 

captures on light and on heavy nuclei yielded the result that less than 

20 percent of the production of these light hyperfragments took place 

on heavy nuclei. Further, a limit of 30 percent was placed on the 

·fraction of light hyperfragments produced in multinucleon reactions. 

Evidence for the Y
0
* (1405) is studied vnth E~ mass spectra from K-

interactions on cl2 • The results can be explained on an impulse 

model without recourse tO resonance formation. Production of Y
0
* with 

a width of< 20 MeV is not confirmed. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

A. Historical Background. 
,, 1 

Observations of negative K-mesons were first reported in 1953 

from nuclear emulsion studies of cosmic radiation. The weak nux of 

2 negative K-mesons in such radiation hampered the early studies. 

This difficulty was partially overcome by the development at both 

Brookhaven and LRL of machine-produced negative K-meson beams. The 

relatively low intensities remained a factor limiting investigations.3'4 

A~ this laboratory the ~arkas Group5 was able to obtain a beam en-
1 

riched in negative K-mesons by using particles produced in the forward 

direction and emerging from the bevatron radially after bending in the 

bevatron field. These passed through _a combination of quadrupole 

magnets, a hydrocarbon energy degrader and then an additional analyzing 

magnet which performed the necessary mass-separation, 

The whole path to the emulsion stack was only the order of one 

9 10 K-meson lifetime, so that even with bevatron beams of only 10 - 10 ' 

protons per pulse, reasonably good exposures could be made w1 th short 

running times. Contamination of the K-mesons by electrons and muons 

remained a problem, but not an insoluble one for emu+sion detection. 

Many emulsion stacks were eXposed to this beam, and much analysis, 

particularly in Europe, of K-~interactions with complex nuclei were 

carried out. 

With the advent of bevatron beams of higher intensity, more 

selection conditions could be put on the beam, and the development by 
6 

Murray of the coaxial static-electro-magnetic velocity spectrometer 

enabled him to obtain a greatly purified negative K-meson beam. The 
··- ..... 

'~ 'I t.. n 
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apparatus . employed crossed electric and magnetic fields w1 thill~ coaxial. 
' "\., 

. '\ 
cylindrical conductors to. focus desired particles at the exit coL\~mator 

\ 

and deflect undesired ones out of. the beam. The beam was refined in. 

this way by a factor of about 103. 

\ 

\ 
Later, parallel plate spectrometers 

operated in tandem produced even purer beams. 
/ 

The availability of artificially produced negative K-meson beams 

with such greatly reduced contamination made possible the compilation 

of statistically significant data on the K-interactions with protons 

in the hydrogen bubble chamber. A study of the basic process of 
l 

interaction between the negative K-meson and the nucleon was begun at 

this time at this laboratory using a 10-inch hydrogen bubble chamber.7 

The analysis of data from these and similar experiments done elsewhere 
. 8-15 

has been the subject of numerous reports and papers, which are 

referred to here. They also contain extensive bibliographies. 

The properties of K-mesons were discussed in some detail in early 
. . 8 9 

review works by Franzinetti and Morpurgo and by Da.litz • 

'\ 
\ 

- 10 A concentrated experimental effort, known as the K -collaboration , 

made at that time on the part of several European universities, produced 

an extensive analysis of negative K-meson interaction with the complex 

nuclei of photographic emulsions. 

In more recent times Morpurgo12 has reviewed· the large amount of 

work done in the intervening years in the general field of strongly 

interacting hyperons and heavy mesons. A contemporary article by 

Burhop et. aJ..13 presents a sununary of the current situation in pro-

ceases occurring when the negative K-meson's basic interaction is 

"> 
•. ~ II .. 

i 
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viewed as taking place on nuclei, rather than on a single nucleon. 

Most recently Sakitt et. al.15 have studied the low-energy K--
.. 

meson interactions in hydrogen and fitted the data to the zero-effective 

16 range theory of Dal.i tz and Tuan • 

In the present work are presented results obtained from a study 

of 13 000 K--interaction stars found in two stacks of improved Ilford 

K.5 nuclear research emulsion which had been exposed to the purified 

K- -beam from the bevatron. The K-'s were brought to rest in the central. 

part of the stacks, the dimensions of which were large enough to per
! 

mit a high percentage of secondary particles to stop in the emulsion. 

All secondaries were followed out until they came to rest, interacted, 

decayed, or left the stack. Automated equipment was used where possible 

to reduce some of the drudgery and improve the accuracy of the measure-

menta. In the subsequent re-analysis of the data, the latest available 

\1 information on the resonances and the K--interactions in hydrogen and 

in deuterium has been used. 

The reaction channels of the K- meson have been investigated for 

the cases of interaction with a single nucleon and 'nth two nucleons. 

The role played by resonances in the K- meson interaction has been 

studied, as well as the mechanism of hyperfragment production. 

B. Basic Interactions 

Negative K-mesons which come to rest in nuclear emulsions are 

captured by the constituent atoms: ejection of an orbital electron 

is the ini ti.al basic capture process. The meson is assumed captured 

by .t.lte atom in a Bohr orb1 t w1 th very high principle quantum number n. 

The object formed after capture, a mesic atom, is unstable. The meson 
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makes transitions into'lower~orbits by.Auger-electron and x-ray 

emission until it is captured by the nucleus. 

The nuclear process, whichis the topic of this dissertation, is 

best approached by consideration of the possible elementary K--nucleon 

reactions. 

Excluded are the elastic scattering processes: 

(a) K-. + p ~ K- + p 

(b) K- + n ~ K- + n 

as well as the charge-exchange scattering process 

(c) K- + p ~ If + n 

The possible channels forK--interactions with on~ bound nucleon 

are presented in Table t-3, aJ.or~ with the limits between 'mich the 

possible values of kinetic energy of the products must lie. Conser-

· vation of the system's total momentum is assumed, secondary interactions 
. ~ e 

q are neglected, and the internal.momentum distribution is assumed 

Gaussian, with maximum mome~tum 250 MeV /c. The nucleon binding energy 

is taken to be 8 MeV. 

Eisenberg et. a1.11 used charge dependence to obtain the various 

complex amplitudes necessary to describe the one-nucleon interaction 

. rates. 
. 18 

~ydrogen bubble chamber work provided the experimental data 

from which numerical values of the complex amplitudes for K- -proton 

interactions were obtained. These are presented in the final. column 

·I'; 

,, ... 

... 

of Table I. Those values given for the K--neutron reactions, 4, 5, and ' 

7 are of course values which have been calculated on the basis of charge 

independence using the K--proton experimental. data., and neglecting any 
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Table I. Interaction processes of K--mesons (at rest) with a single nucleon. 

'/ 

Process Q Value Kinetic energy of products Kinetic energy range for Transition Branching 
MeV for interaction on a· interaction on a nucleon Amplitude Ratios 

stationary~ucleus in a nucleus 
(Derived in 

Ty (MeV) T (MeV) Ty (MeV) T1t (MeV) 
Reference 17) 

1( . 

- + -
M M:J. 14 89 0-65 

0 0.20 ± 0.01 1. K +p ~ 1: +2t 103 30-95 b"-.2 

2. K-+p -+ 1:-+2t + 96 13 83 0-50 38-88 
Mo + 1\ 
b 2 0.44 ± 0.01 

., .·• 
M 

- 'If> 0 lc6 14 92 0-58 40-98 0 0.28 ± 0.03 3· K +p -+ +2t b 

. - ..;. 0 
102 14 88 0-51 43-94 

11'1 
o.o8 ± o.o45 4. K +n -.1: +2t 2 

• 
- 0 - 102 14 88 .' 0-57 37-94 1\ o.oB ± o.o45 5 • K +n -+ 1: +2t 

2 
Nl 

I 
VI 

6 - 0 0 182 29 153 1-87 87-173 o.o8 ± o.o2 I .K+p-+A+2t 2 

- 0 .. 1· K +n -+A+2t 178 29 149 1-87 83-169 .N1 0.16 ± o.o4 

8 - 0 0 0 • K +p -+ A +:n +2t 47 -- --
- 0 + -9 • K +p -+ A +2t +2t :~8 

- 0 0 - 43 / 10. K +n -+A +11: +11: -- --
/ 

/ 

~~ .J'\ .. 

~i 
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effect due to the neutron-pr~ton mass difference. ·~ 

. . ' . . . ]6 19 . - \ 
Dali tz and '1\tan.. ' have treated the lm.r-energy, K nnucleon\ · 

interactions by S-wave zero-effective range theor,y. They obtained~\,- . 

. 18 
four sets of scatterir~ lengths consistent with the then current data 

~.\ 

on K--proton· interactions. 

The complex scattering lengths are given by ~ = aT + ibT' where 

. . the isospin T equaJ.s 0 or 1. The complex phase shift, 5T , is given 

by k ctn 5T = (1/Ar) , where k~ is the relative momentum of the K--

; 

" i, 
~ i 

nucleon system. The cross sections for the various processes can 
! 

written in terms of the .scattering lengths. Such results are presented 

in Appendix I, together with those obtained from a more sophisticated· 

16 treatment which takes into account Coulomb and mass difference effects. 

20 18 Humphrey and Ross fitted the observed bubble chamber data on 

the K--p scattering at low momentum· (0-300 MeV/c) to the S-wave zero 

effective range theory. They determined two possible sets of scattering 

lengths (amplitudes) Ao' ~1 which were consistent with the bubble 

chamber data. The favored solution, however, turned out not to agree 

21 22 with later higher energy data ' or with results of K--D interaction 
23 .. 

experiments to be discussed presently. 

Sakitt et. a1.15 have redone the low-energy K--p experiment of 

. . . .. . . 20 Humphrey and. Ross 'lrl th higher statistics. They find that the new 

data, wl1en combined with existing data and fitted to the zero-effective 

16 range theory of Dalitz and Tuan , again yield two possible solutions, 

presented in Table II. '!his time, however, the solution preferred on 

the. basis of stat1st1.ca1 anaJ.ysis15 (number 2 in the Table) agrees 

. 21 22 
wi t};I the hi.gher energy data " • In the Table the set of· six 

..... ,~.· 
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parameters whiCh describe the_low-energy K--n interactions 

-1 + 

are.: the 

"\. scattering lengths.Ao and.~; the ratio of E E production, 
+ + \ 

7 = r(K- + p-+ E~. + 1f. )/r(K- + p-+ E + 1C-), a function of the phase, 

angle~ between the T·= 0 and T = 1 channels; and e, the ratio of the 

~·M.0 ) production rate to the total. hyperon rate in the T = 1 channel. 

The error analysis and computations carried out to calculate a 

minimum value of x2 are dealt with in the reference15 , and only the 

results are quoted in Table II. 

The favored solution suggests an S-wave bound state at 1410 MeV 

* . which could be associated with theY at 1405 MeV. 
. 0 

I 
The role of 

resonances in K- nuclear interactions will be treated in a later chap-

ter (V). 

Hyperfragment formation (IV) and multinucleon processes (III-C) 

will be dealt '"i th in .separate chapters as indicated. 

TABLE II. Complex Scattering-Leng~h Solutions 

Au (In Fermie) ~ (In Fermis) 

Solutilon 

\ 
' \ 

'\ 
' 

b bl 
2 2 a ~ 'YQ> e X p(x ) 

0 0 

1 -0.75 1.13 -0.85 0.15 2.19 0.48 88.6 ''Cffo 

2 -1.63 0.51 -0.19 0.44 2.11 0.31 76.0 38Ffo 

The study of the K- interaction with the more complicated structure 

of the deuteron has been carried out in experiments using deuterium-

filled bubble Chambers; such work has been performed at this laboratory 

by a s~ction of the Alvarez Group.23 

', 

l 
I 

l 
I 
I 

I 

I 
· ........ I 

'' 

I 
1 
I 
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'!he results of that experiment have been analyzed. by Schult and 
'24 

Capps, and are presented in Table III. It is shown that certain 

of the deuteron branching ratios for 

(d) IC + d ..... 1t + Y + n 

seems to be independent of hyperon-nucleon final state interactions 

.and are related to the branching ratios forK- in hydrogen. 

(e) K- + p ..... 1t + Y 

The branching ratios derived in this way do not agree with experi-

18 20 mentally observed ones. ' 
I 24 

This discrepancy has been explained by Schult and Capps on the 

basis of the Dali tz and 'l\l.an scattering length analysis, two solutions 

of tWhich (the "minus" ones) could lead 'to an isospin zero resonance in 

pion-hyperon scattering about 20 MeV below the K- + p threshold.19 

This explanation is in agreement with the results of Sakitt et. a1.
15 

··1· who find evidence for an S-wave bound state at 1~1.0 MeV. I. 

·. 

,~ 

\. 
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TABLE III 

Production amplitudes for the seven ~-Y-n charge states in terms of the 
three independent amplitudes, Tf' which refer to pure isospin states of 
~Y or Yn. 

Charge ~y Yn Deuterium Hydrogen 
State Isotopic-Spin Isotopic-Spin Events (tfo) Events (tfo) 

+ - T + T1 T3/2 ~ E n 
0 '-. 21.4 ± 1.1 44 ± 1 

- E+ 
~ n T 

0 - T1 (1/3T3/ 2+2/3T1/ 2 ) 21.5 ± 1.8 20 ± 1 

o r.o -T -(2/3T3/ 2+1/3T1/ 2) 28 ± 3 ~ n 
0 

28.5 ± 1.3 
~o Ao n -T A -T A 

8 ± 2 

0 r.-
~ p .[2 T1 .f2(1/3T3; 2-1/3T1/ 2 ) 3.2 ± 0.4 8 ± 4.5 

- 0 1C E p ..[2 T1 ..f2(1/3T3; 2-1/3T1; 2 ) 3·5 ± 0.5 8 ± 4.5 

- 0 ~ A p .f2 TA .f2 TA 21.6 ± 1.2 16 ± 4 

Total 1646 2049 Events 

,thl: 
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0 II. OUTLINE OF EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

A.· Exposure and Scanni~ ... 
The data used in this work were obtained from measurements performed 

on the interaction stars of negative K-mesons captured at rest by 

emulsion nuclei. 

Two separate emulsion stacks were used. Details on these stacks 

and their development are presented in Appendix II, containing ref-

erences 25-28. 

The bevatron was the accelerator which produced the negative K-
1 

meson beams used in the two stack exposures. The mesons were passed 

through copper absorbers chosen so that tile total mass density was 

sufficient to brlng the beam to rest about midway inside the stack. 

The experimental arrangement for the A-stack is presented in 

Figure 1.0 

The higher momentum of the K--meson beam used in the C-stack ex-

0 posure required more absorber to stop it inside the stack. The emulsion 
0 0 

stack was maintained at a constant low temperature (approximately 0 C) 

in order to reduce fading of the latent image and to hinder the grovth 

of fog in the emul.s:ton. The temperature control necessitated certain 

engineering changes, but the experimental setup is otherwise similar to 

that in Figure:l. 

The K- capture si~ra were located by the so-called area-scan method, 

in which a definite region of each pellicle is searched for the desired 

ty:pe of event. In this case· the region was that in which the K--meson 

beam. was found to come to rest. The beam had been designed to stop in 

' 

'o~ 

\. 
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a limited. region of each stack·, thereby considerably reducing the 
.. 

volume of emulsion to be scanned. 

The samples of stars found in the two stacks by this kind of .. 

scanning of course suffered from a loss of events due to the obser-

vational bias against interactions in which no dark prong was produced. 
:\ 

The possible errors introduced in the subsequent analysis by this and 

other kinds of bias rwill be evaluated in Part B. 

The program of analysis in the A-stack will be discussed first, 

since.it was both more extensive and more complete than the subsequent 
I 

analysis done in the C-stack. 

Plates of the A-stack were area-scanned according to a prescribed 

pattern. Technicians began area-scanning the plates at the center of 

the incoming beam, aa located by prior profile analysis (see Reference 27). 

Since the beam was fairly narrow in the vertical direction, it was only 

11 necessary to scan 20 out of 216 plates in order to accumulate a satis-

facto~ number of events, 2300. 

In the A-stack, tracks coming to rest in a given area were recorded 

provided that they could be identified as K-mesons. '!'his was usually 

done by following them back for several fields of view and noting the 

change in ionization. Only for a brief time at the beginning of the 

. A-stack scanning was any attempt made to find zerokprong K--stars. 

Thereafter, only those· events were recorded which, in addition to satis-

fying the above criteria, possessed one or more secondary prongs. A 

prong was defined as a rectilinear collection o~ grains of length greater 

than. 2·.5 microns. Thus there was .an incomplete sample (57) of the so

cailed K events (zero-prong K--interaction stars.) These events, 
p 

·' 

I 
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however, were not necessary for.the present study~ 

The story was somewhat different with the scanning of the C-stack. 

·Here all the tracks stopping within a given region and identifiable as 

K--mesons were recorded. In this case there were two beam directions 

since the exposure had been done a.t two separate times due· to technical 

difficulties with the K-meson beam from the bevatron. During the first 

exposure ti1e beam had entered the stack from one direction, say 18o0
• 

In the second 1exposure the beam now entered from 0°, in order that there 

be no confusion regarding the age of a particular track. The first 
I 

exposure was of short duration and the resulting flux of K- particles 

was low. Those few interaction stars which were a result of the first 

exposure were identified readily, and were recorded separately from 

those produced in the second, longer exposure. 

B. Measurements and Data Reduction 

1. Recording of data 

Data from the A-stack were recorded on McBee Keysort cards, an 

example of which is shown in Figure 2. Information about the event 

can be entered both by punching appropriate holes and by writing on 

the card. The K--interaction star was located by a scanner and checked 

by a physicist or experienced technician. 'lhe card was then filled out, 

a sketch of the event made, and appropriate holes punched to describe 

completely the K--meson interaction. Further data were then recorded 

as taken. Results of analysis such as kinetic energy and momentum were 

also entered on the card. Just as the emulsion itself serves as a 

permanent record of the -.K--meson's interact::l.on, so the Keysort card 
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serves as a.permanent record of all wrirk done on the event. 

For the C-stack the data were handled somewhat differently. All 

negative K-meson interaction stars, whether at rest or in flight were 

first recorded on graph paper. This was done by making a pencil dot 

at the location on the paper corresponding to the grid coordinates of 

the event. The grid coordinates had previously been photographically 

printed on the emulsion by methods described in Reference 25. Colored 

dots were used to designate the various kinds of interaction stars in 

which the physicists were interested, and only such events were later 
I 

recorded on the Keysort cards. 

Drawings of each event were made on Keysort cards as shown in 

Figure 2. Other pertinent infonnation was entered as it was obtained: 

secondary particle identity, momentum, charge, kinetic energy, and dip 

angle, the height of the K--interaction above the pellicle mounting-glass, 

the number of secondary prongs, the presence of an Auger electron, a 

blob, 01~ a nuclear recoil (a prong shorter than 2.5 ~· ) at the inter-

action star, and the presence of visibly stran~e particles among the 

secondaries. This information was obtai.ned during subsequent analysis. 

2. Identification of Events 

Events were certified aa K--meson interactions by a physicist or 

experienced technician. DoubtfUl events were checked for the incoming 

track 1 s consistency with beam direction, for its change in ionization 

~dth the ran~ and for its ~tiple scattering at low ene~gies. 

Each secondary prong followed out was assigned a tentative identity · . 

on the basis of range, ionization, and scattering. In some cases it 

was not possible to do more than designate the particle as simply a 
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"baryon". '. 

. . . 
The methods of identification used for the various kinds of 

seconda:ry particles differed according to grain density, and employed 

multiple scattering, di.f'ferential grain counts, kinematical considera-

tione, and the measurenent of track widths. Those tracks which had 

a grain density higher than that of our criterion were all followed 

out, and w:ere not difficult to classi.fy as baryon or pion, even when 

they left the stack, interacted, or decayed in flight. To dist'lnguish 

E particles from other baryons was possible for those hyperons which 

' clearly decayed or interacted at rest. Ambiguities in identification 

of other E hy:perons -are discussed further in Chapter III. 

The identity of' the hyperfragment events was obtained, where 

possible, by using track-width measurements and by determining the 

charge both of the hyperfragment decay products and the charge of the · 

K-~interaction nucleus. 

All secondary prongs were divided into two classes: In the first 

group were those having a grain density correspondiJ;Jg to p:1.ons of 30 MeV 

or more kinetic energy, the so-called "minimum" or "light" tracks. In 

the second group were the remainder of the seconda.ries, the "gray" and 

the ''black11
• ctracks. 

Th.e dip angles were measured for all near-minimum tracks. Only 

such tracks having dip angles wlthin ± 30° were followed out. Inter-

action stars emitting minimum tracks which satisfied the above criterion 

were then subjected to a complete analysis: all secondary particles 

from these stars were followed out Wltil they came to rest, left the 

stack, interacted or decayed. The lightly-ionizing particles wi. thin 

~~ 
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our cri.teria were followed to rest when possible. ·c Few· di:f'ficul ties 
¥ ' 

were encountered in identifying those which came to rest • 
........ 

For interactions in flight, tracks which left the stack, and 

decays in flight, the methods of identification mentioned above: multiple 

scattering and rate of change of ionization were employed, either singly 

or in combination with each other. For decays-in-flight it was possible 

in some cases to follow out the secondary. This procedure identified 

the primary. 

3. Range Mea·aurements 
I 

In order to determine the energies of the various particles, 

accurate measurements ·Of their ranges were required. The energies were 
. ~ 

· then found from a standard. range-energy relation. 

For short tracks of less than 1 mm, predominantly of baryons, 

hyperons, and hypernuclei, the ranges were measured by the eyepiece 

l. reticle, with dip correction made where necessary. An automatic 

coordinate read-out microscope,3~ the "range-scope", was used on the 

longer hyperon tracks, and also for some_ pions, mainly those associated 

w:I.th E hyperons. The grid coordinate method described in Appendix III 

was employed for most of the long-range tracks. The complementary 

methods of grain density determination and multiple·scattering were 

utilized to obtain estimates of the residual ranges of those particles 

~1ich interacted, decayed in flight, or left the stack before coming 

to rest •. , 

Supplementary to the m8.1n contribution of this work, a special 

, atudy·was made of the emulsion instrument itself. This worlt has been 

published.3l The A-stack was the object of extensive ionization 

~ 
·· kli~1r,n9 
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calibrations and a g1~in~ensity vs. velocity curfe obtained. This 
\ 

' ' investigation made possible energy determinations of good accuracy. 
'· \ 

Further details are presented in Appendix IV. The C-stack was later. 

calibrated using these same procedures. 
\ 

\ 
\ 

If the length of the track permitted a grain count to be made at 

tvTO widely sepa.ra~ed points (a differential grain count) this was done; 

otherwise a single determ:l.nation 'vas made just before the point of 

interaction. 

In some cases the only tool available was multiple scattering. 

1 
Measurements were performed by the method of optimum constant cells 

32 using a digitized Koristka MS2 precision microscope for the most 

part, al~hough a Cooke multiple scattering microscope33 was occasionally 

subst:l.tuted. 

The two methods, grain cormting and multiple scattering, were 

·11 employed in a supplementary fashion where possible, so that two 

independent estimates of the particle's veloc:f.ty could be made. 

Lightly-ionizing particles are of course more difficult both to 

locate at the star, and to follow out to rest: This causes a loss of 

high-energy pions. Its effect on subsequent analysis will be discussed 

in the nex·t section. 

4. Bia.s cons:l.de:ra. tiona 

Steps were taken to locate and control systematic error and, where 

possible, to eliminate it. Since the K--interaction stars 11ere located 

by area-scanning rather than edge-scanning, a bias was introduced, for 

instance, against those events whose only secondary ll8.6 a lightly-

ionizing one. 

.. 

·~ 

/X;r.~< 
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Fortunately, there was available for comparison a similar stack of 

K.5 emulsion which had been exposed to roughly the same number of K-

mesons. This stack .(design~ted 2B) had been edge-scanned and the beam 

tracks followed in urttil they came to rest, interacted or decayed. 

The number of n-prong events, expressed as a percentage of the total 

number of events in the stack, is presented in Table IV for the seven 

possible values of n: 0, 1 1 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and > 6. 

To facilitate comparison of the data vnth the results from the 

A-stack, it was necessa:ry to eliminate from the total the number of zero
! 

prong K--stars. This was so because such events had not been consistently 

recorded in the scanning of the A-stack. These adJusted percentages, 

when compared with the corresponding figQres for the A-stack, provide 

,an estimate of the degree of bias introduced by area scanning for 

the various kinds of events. The pertinent numbers are presented in Table 
'l, 

I IV. The conclusion is drawn that there was an observational loss of one-

prong K--stars in the A-stack. This estimate of the loss then allowed 

corrections to be made on the data. It was also possible to use the 

resul.ts from the 2B data to obta.l;n an estimate of the total number of 

zero-prong events in the A-stack, although only a few such events had 

been recorded in the original data. The results of the foregoing 

. operations are swnmarized in Table IV. 

Tb facilitate the accurate following out of lightly-ionizing 

particles, the emulsion plates used in the experiment were positioned, 

using as guides heavily-ionizing steep tracks which passed through 

several pellicles. This provided.a precise means of matching the 
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TABLE IV 

Prong distribution for emulsion stacks 2B and A. For the·· 
A-stack both the observed distribution and the corrected , 

ones are displayed. 
-

Number of Prongs 0· 1 2 3 4 5 6 .. > 6 Total No. 
of Events·.· 

' 

2B-Stack (Edge- 348 . 374 522 384 279 137 79 34 2157 Scanned) . . . 
. .. 

A-Stack (Area-
57 329 670 529 381 201 110 51 r 2328 Scanned) 

:.. ... 
Number of Prongs 
as 
(1) Percentage of 

,.; ... 
total events 16.1 ·17·3 24.2 17.8 12.9 6.4 3·7 1.6 
in 2B-Stack 

I . 
l\) 

Percentage error 0.9 0 .. 9 1.1 0.9 o.8 0.5: 0.4 •· 0.3 
.. o 
'I 

(2) Percentage of 
adjusted total 

. 4.4 (Zero-prong events -- 20.6 28.9 21.2 15.4 1·6 1.9' 
omitted) for 2B-
Stack 

Percentage Error -- 1.:1 1.3 1.1 0.9 _0.6 0.5 0.3 

(3) Percentage of 
adjusted total -- 14.5 29.6 23·3 16.8 8.8 4.8 2.2 (Zero-prong events 

omitted for A-stack. 

Percentage Error -- 0.8 1.1 1.0 0.9 0.6 0.5 0.3 

l 

f'l . " f l . ,. • ., . • ..:.' . 
. 
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Number of Prongs 

A-Stack (Corrected 
for lack of zero-
prong events and 
bias against one-
prong events) 

Percentage of 
corrected total 
events in A-
stack 

Percentage Error 

0 1 

455 450 

16.0 15.8 

o.g 1.1 

- .. 
·-

TABLE rJ (Continued) 

2 3 4 

670 529 381 

23-5 18.6 13.4 

0.9 0.8 0.7 

'-· .~ .. 

"5 6 >6 Total No. 
of Events 

201 110 51 2847 

7-0 3·9-' 1.8 .. 

0.5 0.4 0.2 
.. 

I 

P3 
1-

/ 
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pellicle surfaces to each other, and is discussed more fully in· 

References 25 and.28. 

Tracks were checked fo1• consistency in grain d.enai ty and direction 

. when followed frc,.m one pellicle to another. A ra.nclom group· of pion 

tracks was followed back from their termini as a check on the accuracy 

of our follow-through procedure, and no errors were revealed • 

The minimum particles could easily escape detection, especially in 

a stack having low minimum-grain density such as the A-stack. For this 

reason, the endings of 100 K- -meson tracks in a random sample were 
I 

re-examined in order to pick up a.ny associated light tracks which might 

have been missed in the first observation. The loss of minimums wae 

estimated on this basis to be less than 1 percent. 

On this model, as nuclei more complex than hydrogen are encountered 

by the K--mesons, the greater abso1~tion of secondary pions in the 

nucleus and the increasing number of multinucleon interactions cause 

a decrease in the relative number of charged pions emitted from the 

interaction stars. Similarly, the charged E-hyperons interact ~ri th 

other nucleons in the process E + n ~ A + n, so there is a decrease in 

the relative number of E-hyperons emitted and a corresponding increase 

in the number of A-hyperons emitted. An absorption rate of about 15 

percent for charged pions has been found, while the figu:t•e for charged 

. 10 E-hyperons is closer to 50 percent. .As the nuclei become more complex, 

the K-•inte~actions on neutrons play a more important role and affect 

the 1t-/1t + and r:-l·;z- rat:f.os. The existence of the l<,erm:f. momentum 

· :posses·sed by the nucleons in the more complex nuclei also causes 

changes in the ratios, since the branching ratios fpr the primary 

' J 
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' processes in Table I are functions of the phase angle, ~' between the 

trans:J.tion amplitudes T = 0 and T = 1. The phase angle itself is a 
.· - . 13 

function of the relative K -nucleon momentum. 

Using events from pion-producing reactions of the kind listed in 

Table X one may compare in Table XII the various ratios Obtained in 

10 this work with the valu~s qhoted by the European Collaboration. 

As outlined in Chapter II, correction for the observational loss 

of particles in the extreme zones as a function of energy was made. 

This consisted of increasing by 29 percent tr~ nliiDber of such pion 
I 

events with energies between 60 and 90 MeV. For pion energies greater 

than these, the factor was 36 percent. 

The adJusted d.a.ta then yi.eld the ratio of the number of charged 

pions to the total number of K--meson events, corrected for observational 

l.oss but not for absorption. 

1l · An attempt was made to detect any observational loss of stars which 

was a function of the event~s height in the emulsion. The procedure 

employed was to subdivide on the basis of their height in the emulsion 

the group of K"" stars possessing 2 or more prongs, that is, the events 

showing negligible scanning loss· according to Table IV. The numbers 

presented there allowed corrections to 'be made for the bias against 

one-prong stars. 

The frequency distribution versus height in emulsion forK--stars 

. having 2 or more prongs is. presented in Table V. 
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TABLE V 

Height d:f.stribution in emulsion of all K--stars having 
. 2 or ni.ore prongs. All heights were normalized to a 
pelliqle of 600J.L thickness. 

Depth in the 
emulsion 

{J.L above the 
glass) 

Number of 
stars 

0~100 100-200 200-300 300-400 .400-500 500-600 

266 . 365 343 354 340 274 

There is some evidence for an observational. loss of events near the 

surface or near the glass. Correction for this bias may!be made on the 

basis of the numbers presented in Table V, if it be assumed w1 th the 

10 European Collaboration that there is no loss of particles in the 

central region of the.emulsion. 1~is loss might be expected to increase 

for tracks of lmrest grain density (minimum traclts) • It was, therefore, 

desirable to further investigate-the loss of those events yielding 

minimum tracks, as a function· of height in the emuls:1.on. The largest 

sample of minimum-track events available was that of the pions emitted 

in the K--interactions at rest. In Table VI(a) is presented a frequency 

distribution of the height above the glass mounting of all those events 

yielding pions of ~nergy greater than 30 MeV. 

.-
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TABLE VI 

Height distribution of K- stars having associated pions 
of energy greater than 30 MeV and dip angle less than 
30°. All heights were normalized to a pellicle of 6001J. 

Height in the 
emulsion (f..l. 
above the glass) 

a) Number of 
Pions 

b) Ratio of zone 
pions to all 

stars in zone 
having 2 or more 
prongs designated, 
henceforth, as S2. 

c) Ratio of zone 
pions of energy 

< 60 MeV to S2. 

thickness. 

0-100 100-200 200-300 300··400 400-500 500-600 

39 70 64 73 61 42 

0.147 0.192 0.187 0.2015 0.180 0.153 

. 0.075 O·.o82 o.o84 

!,d) Ratio of zone 
pions of energy 

> 60 MeV but < 90 
MeV to S2. -

e) Ratio of zone 
pions of energy 

> 90 MeV to S2. 
0.020 0.032 

0.086 0.071 0.054 

0.036 0.030 0.023 

There is again an apparent bias against events near the surface 

and near the glass. However, the observational loss of events seemed 

greater for the minimum-track events (Table VI (b)) than for the group 

of stars having 2 or more prongs (Table V). It was deemed advisable, 

therefore, to determine whether or not this was indeed the case, and if 

so, to what extent the loss of minimums exceeded the loss of the dark-

prong stars. One method of doing this was to compare the ratios of the 
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t~tal number ~f minimum-emitting ev~nts (for the ~ost part pions) in 

a. particular height zone to the number of stars in that same zone which 

have 2 or more prongs. This was done and the ratios are displayed in 

Table VI(b). The decrease in the number of events in both the top and 

bottom zones indicates that there is indeed a height-dependent loss of 

minimum track events Which is greater than that for stars_having 2 or 

. mor~ prongs; This loss was presumably due to the low grain density of 

the minimum tracks. To determine the extent to which this was true, 

the original. sample of minimum-emitting events was reduced to one con-· 
I 

taining only pion secondaries, identified by one or more of the follow1.ng 

methods: ionization determination, multiple-scattering, or follow-

' through. This subsa.mple was further divided on the basis of pion 

kinetic energy and a comparison was made of the height distribution for 

pions of energy be:bween 30 MeV and 60 MeV (Table VI( c)), for those of 

'i energy greater than 60 MeV but less than 90 MeV (Table VI(d}), and for 

pions of energy 90 MeV or above (Table VI(e)), The three groups of 

events included only fl.at or minimum tracks, that is, those whose dip 

angle in the emulsion did not exceed ± 30°. This angle criterion had 

been used for the following out of lightly ionizi.ng tracks. A study of 

the observational l.oss of events as a function of the d:l.p angle has 

been done and will be presented separately • 

.As shmm in Table VI(c) for pion energies up to 60 MeV the dis-

tribution is fairly flat for the ratios of the number of lightly 

ionizing pions in .a given layer of emul.s.ion to the total number of K--

stars (of 2 or more prongs) in that same height zone. However, the 

distribution for the ratios taken for the second, more energetic group 

. ' 
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of pions (60 MeV to 90 MeV) shows a marked evidence of loss. If the 

average of the ratios for the four central zones is compared to the 

average of the ratios for the two' extreme zones (surface to bottom), one 

sees that they differ by around 29 percent, with the loss occurring in 

the extreme zones. When the third~ most energetic group of pions is 

·trea~d in the same fashion, a slightly higher difference of 36 percent 

results; therefore, it may be moted that the loss appears to increase 

·with energy, in agreement with the results of the European Collaboration, 

10 referred to previously. It is evident that the energy spectra are 

I 
indeed biased against higher energy pions found in the extreme zones. 

Accordingly the spectrum shape has been emended by increasing by 29 

percent the total number of such pions in the energy interval 60 to 90 

MeV 11 and j.ncreasing by 36 percent the number of extreme-zone pions with 

energy > 90 li~V. 

\\1 .An effort was made to detect any observational loss of events 

which was a function of the dip angle of the track. The sample of 

. ' ' . lightly ionizing pions used in the study of bias as a function of 

height in the emulsion was again utilized. This time, however, all dip 

. angles were included. Although generally only the flat minimum tracks 

0 had been followed out, that is, those with dip angle ::5_ 30 , dip angles 

were measured and the grain density was determined for all minimum tracks. 

The frequency distrlbution of the dip angle B is presented for equal 

intervals of solid angle in Table VII for all pions of energy greater 

than 30 MeV or of grain density corresponding to that energy. ·up to at 

0 least 30 there seems to be no effect of the dip. There appears to be 

a 20 percent observational loss of events having dip angles within the 
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interval 48.6° to90°. This is one justification for selecting only 

flat ones, another beiJ~ their greater probability of coming to rest in 

the emulsion stack. · 

TABLE VII 

Distribution of dip angles of lightly-ionizing 
tracks 

.Angle interval 
(in degrees) 

Number of events 

0'\"14.5 

162 

.. 

14.5-30 30-48.6 48.6-90 

168 162 129 
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III. EXPERJNENTAL RESULTS 

A. Data 

As described in the previous Chapter, all A-stack events were re-

corded on Keysort cards. Three types of events were selected for analysis: 

1. All· events exhibiting visible strangeness, 

2. All events having pion secondaries, and 

3· All events emitting lightly-ionizing proton or pion secondaries 

corresponding to the grain density produced by a pion of energy 30 MeV 

or more. 

Th~ A-stack data summary is presented below. 

TABLE VIII 

Characteristics of K--stars in the A-stack 

Star type 

+ I: + 1{ 

+ I: + no n 

+ r + no 1{ 

HF + n 

HF + no 1t 

no 1t 

Number of events observed 

Visible Strangeness 

. No Visible Strangeness 

118 

74 

60 

100 

1 

59 

35 

81 

Total Star Types 

552 

1248 

2328 

. ~·-



The data-collecting procedure for the partial analysis of .the 

C-stack ~~s outlined in the previous Chapter. Of the 11 293 K- inter-

action stars from that stack which were recorded on graph paper, 

there were 354 identified Z hyperons which came to rest and were not 

accompanied by pions. These events were recorded on Keysort cards and, 

.together with the A-stack events, were the subject for analysis of 

multinucleon K--captures in emulsion (Part C of this Chapter). The 

258 events producing definite hypernuclei were similarly recorded on 

K~ysort cards and provided data to supplement that from the A-stack 

for the study of the I;Uechanism of hyperfragment producti1on (Chapter IV). 

Thare were 824 events of the type consistent vTi th the interaction 

K- + p ~ Z + n located in our partial survey. After such events were 

rec~rded on Keysort cards they were analyzed along with the A-stack 

data to determine the role of resonance formation inK--interactions. 

~ 11 (Chapter V). It should be noted that less than 10 percent of the stars ., 
were classified, i.e. only those '\<Ti thin the prescribed criteria were 

analyzed further. Therefore many, possibly half, of these stars con-

tain strange particles and pions. 

The C-stack data are summarized in tabular form as follows: 
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. TABLE IX 

Characteristics of K--stars in the C-stack 

Star Type 

+ -I: + 1( 

+ !: + no 1t 

+ + I: -+ 1( 

+ . 
I: -+ p 

...,+ + 
L. -+ 1( 

+ I: -+ p 

+ + 
~ + 1t- (collinears) 

+ 
!:- (flight) 

HF 

Unclassified Stars 
(This category contains 
many undetected strange 
particles and pions) 

Total 

B. Single-Nucleon (lN) K--Captures 

Number of Events Identified 
in partial survey 

36 

50 

84 

72 

156 

16 

198 

129 

91 

258 

l.O 359 

11 293 

The processes in which a K--meson interacts at rest with a single 

nucleon have been listed previously in Table I together with the 

. 34 
corresponding branching ratios, but are now repeated in Table X to 

~acilitate comparison with the experimental results obtained from 

18 20 23 . 10 
bubble chamber ' ' and nuclear emulsion studies listed here. 
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The two sets of adjusted results from the K--Collaboration are 

presented. In Column I the 11:-meson observational loss factor is 

assumed to be constant and is based on a value of 0.4 for the 11:±/K-

ratio. · In Column II the constant loss factor is increased by 50 percent 

for pions with energi.es above 85 MeV and the 11:±/K- ratio used is 0.44. 

The first-column values are the ones which are quoted in the literature,13 
. + 

hmvever. For the sake· of brevity the ratio 11:- /K- will hereafter be 

called simply the. 11:/K ratio. 

Errors in the branching ratios are of the order of a few percent.34 

I They cannot, therefore, be an explanation for the major differences 

which exist between the values of the branching ratios forK--interactions 

in substances of complexity ranging from hydrogen to emulsion. There 

are other quantities which differ as well. For example, there is a 

decrease in the relative number of interactions yielding charged pions 

-; + +/ -!; and charged Z-hyperons. The ratios 11: 11: and E E show marked 

changes, and there is an increase in the relative number of events 

yielding A-hyperons. 
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TABLE X 

Branching Ratios forK--Interactions at Rest 

Hydrogen 
Bubble l8,20 
Chamber 

20 

44 

28 

8 

Source 
Deuterium 
Bubble 21 
Chamber 

21.6-

24.5 

20.8 

8.0 

4.6 

4~6 

16 .o 

of Data 
Nuclear Emulsion 

- . . 10 
K Collaboration 

I II 

25~6 21.5 . 

11.9 12.0 

14.1 12.4 

9.4 12.1 

9.1 8~9 

9-1 8.9 

20.8 24.2 

··-

This work 

24.4 

i2.1 

14.7 

9-5 I 
w 
w 

9-0 I 

9-0 

21.3 
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+ -I·t is of interest here to give the ~ /~ ratio obtained from the 

nuniber of' collinear events in the A-stack. 'Ihese distinctive-appearing 

events are due to the interaction of a K--meson with a free proton in 

the nuclear emulsion. When correction is made for observational loss 

+ -
of energetic pions, the ~ /~ ratio is found to be 0.40. This compares 

favorably with. t..lJ.e results 0.46 from hyclrogen bubble chamber work 

noted in Table xi.13 In this Table are presented the values of experi-

mental quantities obtained forK--interactions in various substances. 

'rABI.E XI 

-Experimental characterlstics of absorption of K -mesons at rest in 
various materials 

10 Nuclear Emulsion 

Experimental 18 Deuteriun?3 Helium35 K--Col1a- This 
Quantity Hydrogen boration 'YTOrk 

+ 
1!-/K ratio 0.64 0.67 0.55 0.40 0.38 

-1 + 1t 1t ratio 0.46 1.95 5.5 3·9 3.8 
+ 

~--/K ratio 0.64 0.46 0.27 0.175 0.173 

~+Jr.- ratio o.ll-6 0.73 1.16 1.12 l.o8 

Explanations for the differences· have been advanced by various 

. 12 :!.3 
writers ' · • Typically a model is assumed in which most of the primary 

processes involve interaction with individual nuc.leons (Table I l3,l7) 

or vi th groups of rmcleons (See Part C of this Chapter). 

On this mod.el., as nucle_i more complex than hydrogen are. encountered 

by the K--mesons, the greater absorption of secondary pions in the 

nucleus and the increasing number of multinucleon interactions cause 
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a decrease in the relative number of charged pions emitted from the 

interaction stars, Similarly, the charged Z-hyperons interact with 

other nucleons in the process~·+ n ~A+ n, so there is a decrease in 

the relative number of Z-hyperons emitted and a corresponding increase 

in the number of A-hyperons emitted. An absorption rate of about 15 

percent for charged pions .has been found, while the figure for charged 

10 Z-hyperons is closer to 50 percent. As the nuclei become more complex, 

the K--interactions on neutrons play a more important role ~~d affect 

-; + +; -the n n and ~ Z ratios. The existence of the Fermi momentum 
I 

possessed by the nucleons in the more complex nuclei also causes changes 

in the ratios, since the branching ratios for the primary processes in 

Table I are functions of the phase angle, ~' between the transition 

amplitudes T = 0 and T = 1. The phase angle itself is a function of 

the relative K--nucleon momentwn.13 

Using events from pion-producing reactions of the kind listed in 

Table X one may compare in Table XII the various ratios obtained in 

10 this work with the values quoted by the European Collaboration. 

As outlined in Chapter II, correction for the observational loss 

of particles in the extreme zones as a function of energy was made. This 

consisted of increasing by 29 percent the number of such pion events with 

energies between 60 and 90 MeV. For pion energies greater than these, 

'the factor was 36 percent. 

The adjusted data then yield the ratio of the num'ber of charged 

pions to the total number of K-- meson events, corrected for observational 

loss but not for absorption, wt.ich is 922/2847 = 0.32. ~us is in quite 
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good agreement with' the value of 0.33 obtained by the European· Collabo-

10 ration using a smaller emulsion stack where discrimination between 

pions and fast protons could not be as certain. Their figure 0.33 was. 

subsequently adjusted to 0.40 from compar~son with the results of 

11 . Amerighi et al. who did a later study in a more favorable stack. The 

correction was essenti.ally to compensate for the observational loss of 

energetic pion tracks even in the central zones of the emulsion pellicles, 

since previous bias considerations had tacitly assumed that there was no 

loss of particles in these regions. The adjusted data from this work 

yields a 'IT± /K- ratio of 0.38, ·which is in reasonable agr~ement with 

their corrected value. 

Other quantities cf interest may also be formed from the adjusted 

data. For example, after correction for Z~-captures which produced no 

visible charged prongs,10 the ratio of the number of charged l:-hyperons 

to the total number of K--mesons 1 493/2847 = 0.173, shows close agreement 

with the European Collaboration result of 0.175 given in Table xrO,l3. 

Also, one may calculate the E+/E- ratio using the total corrected number 

·of identified E-hyperons from the A emuls:!.on stack. For this ratio we 

obtain 256/237 = l.o81 in agreement with the corresponding figure 1.12 

in Tabie xr0' l3. 

In order to differentiate between K--captures on light nuclei (C,N,O) 

and those on heavy nuclei (.Ag,Br) it was necessary to employ the pro-

~ 8 cedures used with 1t capture3 ,37,3 and with the K--capt.ure39 by emul-

sion nuclei. Two criteriG are utilized: The difference in height of 

Coulomb potentials for light (C,N,O) and for heavy. {~ 1Br) nuclei and 

the presence or absence of' Auger electrons associated with the capture 

..... _""~' ~ 

':;,;. 
·~ ·.~ .. 

• :jo 

' ~ ... 

i~ 
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stars. 

(1) The minimum values of the effective height of the potential 

barrier for Ag and Br in emulsion are considered to be about 3·3 MeV 

- 38 for protons and about 6.5 MeV for a-particles. In the present 

emulsion this corresponds to a range of 90 ~ for protons and of 30 ~ 

for a-particles. The emission from K--stars of protons or a-particles 

with ranges shorter than these values may be interpreted as evidence for 

capture in a light nucleus of the emulsion. Those stars that have a 

singly or doubly charged prong of range < 30 ~ but > 2.5~, the upper 
1 

limit for the recoil of a nucleus, are thus considered as captlrres of 
'> 

the K--meson by a light element. This will give a lower limit to the 

true ntunber of captures in light elements .• 

(2) The absence or presence of Auger electrons accompanying the 

capture of negatively charged particles in nuclear emulsion has been 

: r used as one of the criteria for captures in light or in heavy elements ., 

of the emulsion respectively. Theoretical40 and experimenta1.34 ,3B,4l 

investigations have shown that the mesic Auger is much commoner in cap-

tUres on heavy emulsion atoms than in captures on light ones. Indeed, 

it may be neglected for the light elements, C, N, 0. 

'lhe resu:}. ts of Condo and Hiu34 have been applied to the present 

emended data to obtain an estimate of the total number of K--captures 

in light nuclei and in heavy nuclei. For the 2847 interaction stars 

recorded for the A emulsion stack (Table VIII) the percentages obtained 

by Condo and Hill correspond to 1053 captures on light nuclei and 1794 

captures on heavy nuclei. 

If it be assumed that the presence of pion secondaries provide 
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definite identification forK--interactions vTith single nucleons, then 

we may determine the quantity R de£ined by the ratio 

R = 

Identified K- single-nucleon captures in light nuclei 
Total munber of K""' captures in light nuclei 

Identified K- single-nucleon captures in heavy nuclei 
Total number of K captures in heavy nuclei 

A ratio of such fractions should eliminate observational loss effects. 

The numbers q.etermined experimentally are 98 identified interactions on 

· light.nuclei and i46 captures on heavy nuclei. ~1ere were 10 events 

in which both a short prong and a possible Auger electron were observed. 
I 

These events were divided equally betvreen the light nuclei and the 

heavy nuclei groups. 

Forming R then yi.elds 

R ::: 

98 + 5 
1053 

----r46 + 5 
1794 

= 
.0978 
:o842 · = Ll6 

in good agreement with the value 1.18 derived from ~he data of Condo 

and P'...ill, 34 using mesonic events as indicators of single .. nucleon inter-

actions. Of course R is computed using lower limits for captures on 

light and on heavy nuclei since a. nwnber of pion emission stars are 

unaccompanied either by short prongs or by Auger electrons. The quantity 

R does not represent the relative K--single-nucleon capture probabllities 

in light and heavy nuclei, but rather it is the ratio of the probabil:!.ty 

of producing a pion per capture in the light and heavy nuclei. 34 There- \ 
., . 

fore the number 1.16 means that a K--capture by a light nucleus is 1.16 

. times as likely to produce a pion as a K- -capture by a heavy nUcleus • 

This if? in agreement with the resui ts of Grote et. al. 39 who found 

. ~.-

..... 
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that the charged-pion emission fre~uency forK--captures at rest was of 

the same order of magnitude for both light and heavy nucxei. 

A more satisfying analysis may be made in the case of K--multi-

nucleon captures (Part C) and for the single-nucleon interactions giving 

rise to pion-emitting stars. This latter case is discussed next. The 

single-nucleon reactions listed in Table I and again in Table X include 

two cases where uncharged hype~ons are emitted accompanied by negative 

pions. These reactions are 

K- + n ~ ~0 + ~-

and 

and will be treated separately. 

A study of the pion kinetic energy spectra of all events (Figure 3), 

was made. The spectra were corrected for energy-dependent observational 

~: loss as outlined previously. The number of such pions with kinetic 

energies between 60 and 90 MeV was increased by 29 percent, while the 

number with energies greater than 90 MeV was increased by 36 percent. 

There was a geometrical correction applied to pions with energies greater 

than 30 MeV. This was necessary since such events had been recorded 

only if the dip angle was< 30°. The ~ion dip angle distribution was 

assumed to be isotropic. In order to normalize the T > 30 MeV pion 

spectra to those events less energetic than 30 MeV (that is, normalize 

the "flat" ones, recorded only if their dip angle was less than 30°), it 

·~ .. ~· was necessacy to double the number of T > 30 MeV events. This was so 
i -~·\ 

because half~~he particles in an isotropic flux would have dip angles 
' 

0 0 between 0 and 30 , while the other half would possess dip angles 
- ~· .. 
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between 30° and 90°. Before the overall experimental~-;~+ ratio is 

calculated, it is reasonable to form the ratio in several narrower 

energy intervals, since within a suitable interval there should be 

negligible bias for either charge. The kinetic energy intervals are 

0 to 30 MeV, 30 to 60 MeV, 60 to 90 MeV, and> 90 MeV. One of the 

advantages of the larger emulsion stack now becomes apparent: a high 

percentage of secondary pions would come to rest within it. In addition, 

since lightly ionizing pion tracks were followed only if they were 

flat (dip< 30°), the percentage of pions stopping within the emulsion 
! 

was very high: 98 percent for the energy interval 0 to 30 MeV; 90 

percent between 30 and 60 MeV; 83 percent between 60 and 90 MeV. For 

90 MeV or greater, the percentage fell to 20. 

-; + The ratio ~ ~ . may be formed without correcting the spectra for energy, 

observational, or geometrical bias, since there should be negligible 

., 
i\ bias in favor of either sign. In Table XII is presented the uncorrected 

pion ratios of charged pions, foliliowed to rest and identified as to 

charge sign, for the various energy intervals. Those pions which did 

not come to rest were not included here. 
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TABLE XII 

-; + -Observed-~ n ratios for·various energy intervals · 

No. n- + No. n -; + Sign Ratio n n 

' "\'· 

\ 

'\ 

This work European 10 Collaboration 

0-30 

30-60 

60-90 

90-95 

> 95 

111 

7 

16 

33 

27 

0 

0 

4.9 

3·4 

3·3 

± 0.9 3·8 ± 0.8 

± 0.6 4.0 ± 0.9 

± 0.7 4.0 ± 1.6 

~--

The results of the charge comparisons for the various energy intervals 

10 show some disagreement with those of the European Collaboration. 

There were two ~-mesons found whose energies, 93 and 94 MeV, were 

determined from a combination of multiple-scattering and range measure-

!! ments, since the pion in the former case made a star in flight, and in 

the latter case disappeared in flight. They were identified as positive 

solely on the basis of the charge of the accompanying~-. However, for 

the first event, the ~ itself was a zero-prong event, and was called a 

negative sigma on the basis of an associated electron at its ending. 

For the second event, the presence of a short hook (< 2 ~ ) at the end 

of the accompanying baryon served as the basis of identification for the 

~-hyperon. There were, therefore, no identified positive pions with 

energies greater than 90 MeV. .This result was confirmed in the work 

done on the ~tudy of the hyperfragment production mechanism (Chapter IV). 
~- ; 

Apart .from d~~ge exchange, which may be neglected10, the only source 

of positive n-mesons is the reaction K- -+ p·~ ~- + ~+. The Q value of 

' \ 
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this reaction is 95 MeV, so one·would not expect to see positive pions 

above about 85 MeV from a star emitting a !:-hyperon. This is borne out 

by the foregoing experimental data. 

-; + In order to calculate the overall experimental ~ ~ ratio it was 

necessary to use the corrected spectra, since the adjustment factors, 

while constant, are different for the various energy intervals. The 

corrected total number of identified ~--mesons with energy< 90 MeV 

is 543 events and the like figure for the ~+-mesons is 150. The overall 

-; + , 
~ ~ ratio is 3.6 ± 0.3 compared to the figure of 3.9 ± 0.7 obtained 

I 
10 by the European Collaboration. However, if, as the present data 

indicate, the variation in pion charge ratio with energy interval is 

correct, then the overall ratio is not a meaningful quantity for compari-

-; + son since the European Collaboration found that the ~ ~ ratio remained 

constant over the entire energy interval 0 to 90 MeV. However, they were 

li ' not able to follow to rest any pions with energies above 90 MeV, as was 

possible in this work. 

Using the corrected data of the present work allows the calculation 

of the overall~-;~+ ratio for all energy intervals (including> 90 MeV). 

This figure is 595/158 = 3.8 ± 0.3. If the ratios previously compiled 

for each energy interval are now used as a basis for apportioning the 

remaining group of pions of indeterminate charge sign within each 

-; + interval, one then obtains for the overall ~ ~ ratio for all energy 

intervals 744(178 = 4.2 ± 0.4. This number is in fair agreement with 

the value fo¥£id by the European Collaboration. The fact that this 
,· . 

number'is greater than the one obtained using only charged pions of 

identified sign is nevettheless to be expected if the pions with energy 

' . : . 
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greater than 90 MeV are preponderantly of negative sign, as indicated 

·.by the results of this work, since the group of pions of indeterminate 

charge sign consists predominantly of high energy ones. 

As stated before, the positive pion is produced only in conjunction 

with a ~--hyperon. + + If ~ -absorption p(~ ) is now assumed to be no more 

than 15 percent, as is indicated by results of the work done by Bernardini 

'Le 42 . t t 1 and vy on the fast proton spectra from pion-capture stars, he ota 

- + number of ~ + ~ events may be determined from the number of positive · 

pions correc·ted for geometrical and energy bias, and for absorption, 

this figure being 204. 
l . + 

On the basis of the adjusted number of ~ -mesons 

ernitted without an accompany~g ~-, one can then estimate the absorption 

probability of the ~--hyperons as 

= 125 
204 = 0.61 

Correction should be made for the ~--hyperons which cannot be identi

. fied.13 This yields a reduction of 

125 - 22 
204 = ~§a = 0.50 

This is in fair agreement with the ·European Collaboration10 result 

p(~-)~ .45. From work done on the fast proton spectra of pion-emitting 

K--stars, they determine the result p(~-) ~ p(~0 ) ~ p(~+). 

If suchLa relation is valid then an estimate of the number of 
.. :·. 
~. .j-1! 

events may now be made. The number of such events corrected 
!~~t 

for .observational loss was 122. In addition, in the adjusted data 

+ there were 60 E events with kinetic energy below 35 MeV. Although 
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these hyperons were not accompanied by pions, they were nevertheless 

held to come from single-nucleon reaction channels, since the calculated 

10 + ' energy spectrum for ~ ~hyperons produced in multinucleon channels 

indicates a negligible contribution for that energy range. When 

.allowance is made for ~~ absorption, p(~-) = 0.15, and for ~+ absorption, 

assuming p(~+) ~ p(~-) = 0.50, then an increase to 411 events is obtained 

+ for the reaction K- + p ~~ + ~. 

An estimate of the number of K- + n ~ ~0 + ~ events may be obtained 

next, following the procedure used ~Y the European Collaboration.10 

I 
The number of one-prong K--stars 'yielding ~--mesons of less than 50 MeV, 

designated (~-,0)-events, was compared witl1 the number of ~--mesons 

+ emitted in the same energy range and accompanied.only by a ~ -hyperon, 

the ( ~-, ~ +, 0) -events • The ad.j us ted data gave 13 ."6 for the former number, 

and 23.2 for the latter. For pions ln this energy range (<50 MeV), any 

- 10 contribution from the reaction K + n ~ A+.~- may be neglected. The 

only correction applied is then one for zero-prong events arising from 

0 the interaction~ + n ~n +A, and is made by analogy with the deri-

vation of the ~--absorption probability. + That is, there were 30 ~ -

mesons identified in the chosen energy interval, and only 7 had no asso-

ciated prongs. 0 If itbe assumed that half of the emitted~ -hyperons 

interact with neutrons, and that p(~0 ) """p(~-), then we expect 3.5/23 = 0.14 

of the ~0 to be absorbed in such a manner as to produce a zero-prong 

star. LittJ.:e.difference is expected between the ~-meson energy spectra 

of ~- + ~+ arld ~- + ~0 events, or between the associated stable prong 

distributions. This allows one to form the ratio 
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13.6 X (1-3.5/23) 
23.2 + 8 

numerator, the data must be corrected by the probability 1.0-32.~ 
0 . ' 

_that a E -absorption produces a zero-prong event, while in the denomi-

+ nator the observational loss of E -hyperons for this sample of events 

must be compensated for. The result is 

- 0 
1t ,.E 

- + 1t ,E 
= 

in fair agreement with the value 0.34 obtained by the European Collabo-

10 of ~+ ration. From the number ~ + 1t l events already obtained, one 

may then calculate that the reaction channel K- + n ~-.r.- + n° con-

tributes 152 events. The total number of 1t--mesons contributed by the 

- + - - 0 two channels K + p -~ .E + 1t and K + n ~ .E + n- is then 411 + 152 = 

563. However the total number of negative pions from all channels, 

1! corrected for absorption is 922. One may estim~te, therefore, the 

number of events contributed by the remaining n--producing reaction 

channel K- + n ~A+ n:-. The result is 359. 

10 Calculations based on charge independence then allowed the numbers 

for the remaining channels to be determined. 

For the reaction K- + p ~ A + n:0 the number 159 was deduced, and 

correspondingly, for the other two channels K- + p ~ .E0 + n° and 

K- + n ~z- + n:0 , we have 248 and 152 respectively. 

These results are tabulated and presented in Table XIII, along 

10 with those from the European Collaboration for purposes of comparison. 

'• 
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TABLE XIII 

·Results forK--meson interactions at rest in nuclear 
emulsion: The single-nucleon channels 

Reaction 

- + -K + p ~~ + 1( 

K - +p~~ - + + 1( 

- ~ 0 + 1(0 K +p~~ 

K - + n ~ ~- 0 + 1( 

- . 0 -K +n~~ +11: 

K - 0 
+p~A+ 1( 

K~ + n ~A+ 1t -

Corrected No. 
of events 

411 

204 

248 

152 

152 

160 

359 

C. Multinucleon (2N) K-·captures 

Branching ratios 10 This work European Collaboration 
I II 

24.4 ± 2.5 25.6 ± 3-0 21.5 ± 2.6 

12.1 ± 2.3 11.9 ± 2.8 . 12.0 ± 2.7 

14.7 ± 3.6 14.1 ± 5.1 12.4 ± 4.5 

9.0 ± 2.1 9.1,± 3.0· 8.9 ± 2.9 

9·0 ± 2.1 9.1 ± 3.0 5;3.9 ± 2.9 

9·5 ± 1.2 9.4 ± 1.3 12.1 ± 1.8 

21.3 ± 2.9 20.8 ± 3·2 24.2 ± 3·5 

In Table x~3 are presented the non-mesic·or multinucleon K--

interaction processes. 
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TABLE XIV 

Interaction Processes of K--Mesons with 
Two Nucleons 

Kinetic energy 
of products for Transition ampli-Process Q value interaction on 

MeV stationary nucleons tude 

Ty (MeV) TN (MeV) 

1) - + 241 134 1/3(M3/Z + ZM~fz} K +p+p_.E.+n 107 

2) 
- . 0 K +p+p_.E +p 241 l<YS 135 1/2/ (f (2 3}{M3/2-M1 2) 

3) K - + p + .n __. E - 237 (2 1/ 2 /3)(M -M{ 1) )-+ p 105 132 
I 3/2 1/2 

-{2/3) 1/2M~f)2 

4) K - 0 241 1<Y5 I (1} +p+n_.E +n 135 {1 3)(2M3/ 2 + M 1/ 2) + 

+ {1/3) 1/2M{O) 
1/2 

5) K - + n + n ·__. E- + n 237 105 132 M3/2 

6) K- + p + n __. A0 + p 317 147 170 (2/~} 1/2N 1)~ 

7) - . 0 
317 147 N {0) (1/3) 1/2N (1} K +p+n_.A +n 170 1/2 - 1/Z 

The kinetic .energy spectra of E-hyperons from such interactions 

extend well beyond those of the E-hyperons from the one-nucleon inter-

action processes. The only sure indication that one is in fact dealing 

with a multinucleon interaction is the presence of a E-hyperon whose 

kinetic energy is greater than 60 Mev.34 
In the present work, the 

kinetic ene~gy spectra of all E-hyperons unaccompanied by pions, 

presented in Figure 4, were studied and limits placed on the proportion 

of such non-mesic processes. In addition the ratio R, defined in the 
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Figure 4 '· Kinetic energy spectra of 2:-hyperons in A-stack 
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previous section, was computed for the multin~cleon capture rate. 

In leaving the nucleus the E-hyperons are displaced in energy by 

+ ' 
the Coulomb potential; the E ~hyperons are increased in energy by V c 

and the E:-hyperons are decreased by the same amount. Although the 

magnitude of V varies depending on whether the nucleus is light (3 MeV) 
c 

or heavy (11 MeV), the effective value consistent with experimental 

10 results is 7 MeV. At low energies the hyperon spectra are distorted: 

+ a-number of r--hyperons are trapped in the nucleus, while the Z -energy 

+ distribution is cut off on the low-energy side. Those E -hyperons 

' I 
with energy less than 7 MeV probably arise from interactions in light 

1 i 10 h ~- ~+ k i nuc e • The high-energy ends of t e ~ and ~ inetic energy distr. -

butions should not be distorted by the Coulomb barrier but only displaced 

in energy. The numbers of hyperons with kinetic energies greater than 

60 MeV (fast hyperons), corrected for the Coulomb barrier effect, were 

as follows: + - + 4 E , 21 E , and 29 r. Upper and lower limits were ob-

tained for the true proportion of multinucleon primary capture processes. 

From the adjusted data, the upper limit was taken to be the ratio 

of the number of hyperons unaccompanied by a meson, taking into account 

pion absorption, to the number of all hyperons observed, 228/493 = O.ll-6, 

in fair agreement with the value 0.40 obtained by the European Collabo-

10 ratlon. Correction for hyperon absorption was not made, since such 

a multiplicative constant in both numerator and denominator would 

cancel. In ~~imilar fashion, the lower limit was taken to be the ratio \ . 
':' ... 

of the numbet' of fast hyperons, corrected for the Coulomb barrier effect, ·,_ . 

to the totai number of hyperons, 54/493 = 0.11, while the like value 

10 found by the European group was 0.09. 
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Differentiation between captures on light and on heavy nuclei was ,. ,, 
., 

. ' made by means of the criteria established in the previous section1 that 
\ 

' 
is, the presence of prongs shorter than 30 1-L but longer than 2. 5 !J \ 

\ 

and the presence of Auger electrons. 
\ 

·, 
\ 

The quantity R has been computed, omitting the absorption correction, .. 

since it would cancel in the ratios. 

/ R = 

" . 

= 

Identified K--multinucleon captures in light nuclei 
Tbtal number of K--captures in light nuclei 

·Identified K--multinucleon captures in heavy nuclei 
Tbtal number of K -captures in heavy nuclei 

2.15 
1053 

= 2.36 ± o.6o 

15-5 
1794 

This is larger than the result obtained in the work of Condo and Hill34 

i! which was 2.0 ± 0.5, while it is smaller than that of Evans et. al., 43 

2.59 ± 0.47. However, a "best" value of R based on their own data 

combined with that of Evans et. al. has been obtained by Condo and Hill34 

and is given here for. comparison, R = 2.22 ± 0.28. This is in agreement 

with the .result of this work. 

The results of the forementioned authors, confirmed in the present 

analysis, show that apparently a K--capture by a light nucleus is more 

than 2 times as likely to produce a fast hyperon as is a K--capture by 

a heavy nucleus. 
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IV. HYPERFRAGMENT PRODUCTION 

1. Introduction 

Lambda hyperons are known to be attracted by nuclear matter to 

form bound states with all stable nuclei except the nucleon itself. 

The A-nucle± systems are referred to as A-hypernuclei or hyperfragments 

(HF). 

During the last decade, considerable work has been done on the 

analysis of hyperfragments but less has been done on the actual 

44-52 
mechanism of hyperfragment formation. Although manr authors have 

speculated on different mechanisms of hyperfragment formation, the lack 

1~8 
of experimental data precluded the favoring of one model over another. ' 

49,53,5
1
"' Until now, also, few direct measurements have been made on 

the interaction between the nucleon and the A-hyperon. 

An investigation of the mechanism of hyperfragment formation in 

K--capture at rest in emulsion nuclei has been made by the author in 

collaboration with P. L. Jain of the New York State University at 

Buffalo, and the results, in part reproduced here, have been published. 55 

The hyperfragments are identified with greater certainty by studying the 

parent star as well as the hyperfragment decay (Sects. 2 and 3). This 

type of study of parent stars hlso helps greatly in checking the 

identity of the produced hyperfragments , which are customarily identi-

fied from their decay schemes. By reason of the criteria used in 

certifying the hyperfragments (a discernible prong emitted from the 

nucleus), the analysis excluded those hyperfragments 1-rhich are themselves 

the ·residual nuclei; no cryptofragments are included. In Section 4 is 

discussed the analysis of parent stars produced by K--capture in ernul-

. < "!>.;.~.> 
' ,~ .. 
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. sion nuclei; determination of the relative number of hyperfragments 

: produced in light (C,N,O) and in heavy ,(Ag,Br) elements of the emulsion 

is emphasized. Properties of hyperfragments are discussed in Section 5· 

In Section 6, the primary reactions involving the production of HF 

are considered. 

2. Experimental Procedure 

As mentioned in Chapter III of this work, the two emulsion stacks 

A and C ha.d been exposed at separate times to IC--meson beams from the 

bevatron, and the resulting interaction stars provided the basis for 
I 

this hyperfragment analysis. All events in which a. stopping K- -meson 

produced a double star of a recognizable hyperfragment were recorded. 

Of approximately 13 ·900''K~-star~ there we're 63 hyperfragme~t events, 

disqerned as hav-ing ·been emitte4 from the parent nucleus and possessing 
,' t I •' • " 

an associated p~on, or a fast ( T > 30 MeV) proton with or without an 

·: accompanying pion, the dip angle of the proton or pion being less than 
' 

30°, except for pions of less than 30 ?-ieV, in which case no restriction 

on dip angle was made.. Of the total 63 events selected for analysis, 

35 had, a pion, 19 had fast protons b;ut no pions, and.-9 had both a high-energy 
I 

proton and an accompanying pion. All the prongs of the parent stars 

of the 63 events were followed 'until they interacted, came to rest, or left 

the stack. The dimensions of the stack were large enough that no proton 

track left the stack. , All but 16 pion tracks were followed to their ends. 

Of these, onlyeight interacted or left the stack while still po~sessing 

a residual range greater than 1 em., as determined from ionization or 

lj.lultiple scattering measurements. 

,.' 
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3. Energy ;Determination 

The energies of stopping particles ,.,ere determined most accurately 

by measuring their ranges. In the few cases for which there was much 

scattering at the end of the track, a range microscope was used for the 

measure~ent of the last portion of the track.30 

The residual energy of particles that either left the stack or 

interacted in flight was estimated by ionization measurements made in 

28 pellicles that had been the subject of extensive calibrations. Barkas 

has derived a rather complete statistical theory of track structure in 

emulsion; this theory was used for determining the ionization of tracks. 

For heavy ions the range-<~nergy relationship of Heckman .et. al. 56 was 

used. These data, determined for a wide variety of ions, are adjusted 

· for the effects of electron pickup and are very useful for the short 

tracks with which one is here concerned. Where possible multiple 

· i scattering measurements were made to check the ionization determinations. 

4. Production of Hyperfragments from Light and Heavy Elements 

The procedures previously used, outlined in Chapter III, have 

been followed in order to distinguish between a K--capture in light 

(C,N,O) and in heavy (.Ag,Br) elements of the emulsion. 'l'hese procedures 

make use of (a) the difference in height of Coulomb potentials for light 

and :for heavy nuclei, and (b) the presence or absence of Auger electrons 

associated with the capture stars. 

(i) Stars which emit a singly or doubly-charged prong of range 

< 30 ~L are ~onsidered to be K- -meson disintegrations of a light 

elemerit. The number of such events will of coUrse be only a lower 
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limit to the true number of captures in light elements • A plot is made 

. in Figure 5 of the range distribution of the shortest track connected . . 

'With a. K--capture star. The ranges of all prongs are greater than 2.5. 1.1 , 

which is considered the upper limit for the recoil of a nucleus. The 

fraction of hy:perfragment parent stars that probably originated in 

c, N, or 0 is large, and it appears to increase with the charge Z of 

the hy:pernucleus emitted; with Z !1; 5 the distribution is composed 

~·7 entirely of hyperfragments. Investigations by Abelado et. al. on 

mesonic HF have shown that the.emission spectra of ~i and ALi 

I 
similar. According to their estimation, based on the fraction 

are 

. having short prongs, at least 75 percent of the mesonic L~ originate 

in the light elements. They further deduce that the contributions to 

the observed short prong spectra by Z > 2 isotopes may be accounted for 

by assuming for these, on the average, range spectra similar to the 

one observed for 8Li. Production of light HF predominantly on C, N, 0 

is therefore implicitly confirmed. There is a possibility that light. 

hypernucle~ AH or ~e may be produced in K--capture.in heavy nuclei, 

but HF emitted with. Z > 3 may be ruled out, since the depth of the nuclear 

:potential normally is too great to be overcome. The fraction of A-hyper- · 

ens trapped in nuclei may be quite large, s:Lnce often the hypernucleus 

may be created with such small kinetic energy that it does not produce 

a track that can be dete~ted. Such hypernuclei or crypto~ragments have 

been esti.mated, by one report, to f'orm as much as 30 ± 7 percent of 

K--interactions in emulsion nuclei, while another report indicates that 

th ~ +15 e .percentage is 13_13; there is~ however, general agreement that 

the fraction of cryptofragments produced is greater than the 5 percent 

... 
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. 10 13 
figure for identified HF. '. 

(ii) The presence of Auger electrons is considered evidence for 

the K--disintegration of heavy nuclei. 

The center of each of the 63 parent stars was checked in a search 

for Auger electrons. All blobs having four or more grairis were noted, 

since such a blob may be an electron with energy of about 16 keV 

produced by the cascading K--meson. Out·of a total of 63 parent stars 

having hypernuclei only two events were found lrl.th definite electrons 

and two events with probable Auger electrons. The background formed by 
I 

random electron tracks at the star was considered negligible. Since 

fran this total of four Auger events none were identified as being 

definitely an example of K--capture on a light nucleus, the use of the 

presence of an Auger electron as one indlcator of K--absorption on 

12 hyperfragments whose range, charge, end concomitant-prong ranges were 

of the right magnitude to allow them to be classed as possibly coming 

from heavy nuclei, it is estimated that an upper limit of 19 percent ··· 

(12/63) may be placed on the fraction of light hyperfragment (Z < 7) 

production taking place in heavy elements (Ag,Br) •. It should be 

noted that quite a large number of heavy hypernuclei. with charge 

between Z = 35 and Z = 47 are formed,l3 but these are not detected by 

the foregoing analysis. These heavy. HF therefore cannot be included 

in the data by means· of which the upper limit is fixed. In Figure 6 

is show the prong-number distribution of parent stars containing 

hyperfragments of Z = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, or 6. 
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Fig. 6. Prong-number distribution of the parent stars of HF of 
charge Z = 1, 2; 3, 4, 5, and 6. The shaded areas 
(mesic HF') indicate that a 1t- 1>ras emi tteci from the K-
star in association with the HF. Use is made of this 
fnformation in estimating the total charge of the parent 
star from the prongs making up the star. 
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5 • · De~ils of Hyperfragments 

In Figure.j · (a) is shown the histogrMl of z· values of the hyper-

fragments whose production was associated with at least one charged, 

·fast particle (~or p). The shaded portion corresponds to mesic HF. 

Mesic hypernuclei predominate for Z = 1, and for Z > 1 the nonmesic HF 

ar~ more abundant, in agreement with observations by many others. The 

charge value Z of each hyperfragment was measured from the total 

visible charge of its disintegration products, obtained either from 

ionization detei~nations or track-width measurements. Width measure-

ments on the tracks of the hyperfragment were also made when possible 

in order to check the charge estimate. Figur_e 7 (b) gives the ra..'1ge 

distribution for all hypernuclei that came to rest. Around 90 percent 

of the HF have a range less than 45 ll ~: 
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The momentum spectrum of all hyperfragments is shown in Fig. 8 :: 

For comparison the normalized momentum distribution of free A's from 

K--captures in He is also shown".35 Lower momentum values are e.ssumed 

to be mostly from the ~-conversion events, whereas higher momentum 

values supposedly come from direct A events. Although the average 

momentum expected from a single-nucleon K--capture is about 250 MeV/c, 
A 

it is about 580 MeV/c from a two-nucleon capture, with some spread due 

. to the Fermi motion of the nucleons. There are more low-momentum 

hyperfragment events.· Such a difference between the two spectral 
I 

shapes. may be due to ~-conversion. The relation between hyperfrggme~t 

momentum and the cosine of the space angle ~ between the hyperfragment 

.and associated pion.or proton (TP > 30 ~V, where Tp is the kinetic 

energy of the proton) is shown in Fig •. 9·. It indicates that hyper

fragments of higher momenta tend to be preferentially emitted at large 

t
1 

angles with respect to the pion or fast proton. Since to conserve 

momentum this is expected, no further·interpretation of it is made. 

Figure 10 is a plot of average fast proton or pion momentum versus 

_associated HF charge. Tie two distributions are quite. simi~ar. The 

proton distribution stays close to 400 MeV/c and the plon distribution 

is f'airly constant at 160 MeV/c. 

6. Primary Reactions Involved in HF Production 

The following general reactions produce A-hyperons when K--mesons· 

are captured by emulsion nuclei. The symbol N represents a nucleon, 

either a proton or a.neutron,· while ~ and ~ stand for the positive or 

' negat_ive char'ge state of the pion and hyperon, respectively, as 

necessary to balance charge in the given equation. The reactions 
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Fig. ·a:. Momentum spectrum of the emitted hyperfragments (whose 
charge is indicated by a number in each square of the 
histogre.m) from K--captures at rest in nuclear emulsion, 
compared with the momentum spectra of free A's from 
K--capture in He (according to Helium Bubble Chamber 
Collaboration Group). The spectra are normalized to 
equal areas: full line, HF; dashed line, A particles 
in He bubble chamber. 
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involving uncharged pions and sigmas will be dealt with in a later 

.. section. 

Capture by a single nucleon (most of the energy is carried away 

'by the rc-meson): 

K- + N -...A + rc (Direct A production) (la) 

K- + N -.. E :1- rc (E conversion, E + N -..A .;· N). (lb) 

Capture by two nucleons: 

K- + 2N -+.'·./\ + N (Direct A production) (2a) 

K- + 2N -.. E + N (E conversion, E + N -..A·+ N). (2b) 
I 

Another conceivable.reaction is K- + 2N -.A+ N + rc. ·If a Z 

is produced initially, it may produce a A in a secondary reaction with 

a nucleon. It was mentioned in Section 2 that the total number of 

selected hyperfragments was 63; of these, 19 events were accompanied by 

only high-energy protons (T > 30 MeV), 35 events were accompanied by p . . 
'I 

;; charged pions, ·and 9 events by a pion and high-energy proton. Out 

of the total of 44 pions, 28 were brought to rest in the stack. The 

ratio of negatively charged stopping pions (22) to positively charged 

ones (6) 1o1as ~ 4:1 ('It-/'It+). The energies of the 16 pions not brought 

to rest were determined by ionization measurements. Eleven pions in 

thia group had energies greater than 95 MeV and were presumably 

negative. Of the remaining five pions, one scattered inelastically 

but came to rest and its charge was found to be negative. A second 

pion was abosrbed in flight by a nucleus (DIF) but was so nearly 

stopped that vre presumed it Wa.s negative in order for it to have 

· pene:trated the Coulomb barrier. This means that a maximum of only 

three pions could have been positive. If one assigns these three pions 

.. 
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of undetermined charge to the positive and negative groups in the same 

( 6) 8 -/ + ratio 22: as the 2 stopping pions, then the ~ ~ ratio becomes 

' 37/7 = 5.3. The energy spectra of all the pions is shown in Figure 11 

(a) and (b). 

6.1 One-Nucleon Capture 

The one-nucleon interaction is discussed first. n1e single-nucleon 

interactions of K--mesons result in_the production of a hyperon and 

a ~-meson. The ltinetic energies of al.l pions emitted from the hyper-
!! 

fragment-parent stars have been plotted in Figure }3' (a) 
1 
and (b) • If 

10 charge exchange and charged-pion absorption are neglected, then 

presumably all single-nucleon capture processes are included in Figure 
II 

.):3. (a) and (b) excepting those events in which neutral ~-mesons are 

produced. The latter will be accounted for, however. The energy spectrum 

of the ~ consists of two energy groups, the one large group centered 

around 70 MeV and a second smaller group centered around 125 MeV. Events 

with energies less than 100 MeV are assumed to consist largely of pions 

produced in reaction (lb) (~ conversion), since severe ~- energy degra-

dation by scatterlng within the nucleus is not probable as shown at 

the end of this sectlon. All pions with energies greater than 90 lv1eV 

are presumed to be due to reaction (la) (Direct A production) with Q 

value R:: 170 MeV. 

For a positive plan, the only production mechanism other than 

charge exchange (considered negligible) is the reaction yielding 

(.E-,:1(+), with a Q value of 95 MeV. Thus there should be no pions 

above 90 MeV f~m the fraction in-which any ~-hyperon is involved. 

: 
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{a) Energy spectrum of negative plons w1 th dip ap.gle 
< 300 emitted by HF parent stars • Events in the interval 
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In fact, none of the six positive pions observed had an energy greater 

than 81 MeV. Figure .11 (c) shows the energy distribution of pions 

produced in the one-nucleon reaction57 u!, ,l)' in agreement with the 

above statements. 

One can estimate the number of neutral pions emitted on the basis 

of the branching ratios obtained in the present work forK--meson 

absQrption at rest in nuclear emulsion. 

From Fig. 1 1 (b) is obtained the number of pos:J:tj.ve pions emitted. 

Pions of energy greater than 30 MeV were restricted by the criterion 

I o 
to those that had relatively flat trajectories (dip angle ~ 30 ). 

Therefore only half of the pions were measured and a correction factor 

' of 2 must be introduced. Also, the number of pions of undetermined 

charge with energy less than 100 MeV were divided into positive and 

negative groups according to the procedure outlined in the preceding 

subsection. + This added one pion to the n group. 

The total corrected n~ber of positive pions that were presumably 

- - + 4 from the reaction K + p -> ~ + n was 1 , assuming .15 percent absorp-

42 tion • This number of. positive· pions (14) then allows the calculation, 

on the basis of charge independence and the results of the present 

work, of the number of pions to be expected from each of the other 

single-nucleon reactions in which a A might finally be produced, 

either directly or by £-conversion. These reactions are presented in 

Table X:V.. 
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(6) 

(7) 

(8) 
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TABLE~ 
'. 

Sillgle-nucleon channels w1 th calculated and experi":" 
mental branching-ratio results. 

Interaction Number of Events 
Channel Calculated Experimental 

- + 29 28 K +p~I: + 1t 

K - + p ~If + 1(0 17 

- 0 K.+p~./\.+1t 11 

K - + n ~ r.- + 1{0 10 

K - 0 - 10 +n~r. +1t 

K - - 25 26 +n~./\.+1t 

For reaction (8) the calculated number 25 may be compared with the 

number found experimentally. There were 11 pions with energy greater 

than 100 MeV; these ~re attributed to reaction (8). The geometric (dip) 

factor increases'this number to 22, and the correction for absorption 

brings the number up to 26 (we assumed 15 percent absorption as previous

ly stated). Therefore, to reaction (8) is assigned the corrected 

experimental value of 26 pions. The calculated value was 25. This 

would indicate that the number of 1t--mesons from direct./\. production, 

·which scatter inelastically into the region of T < 100 MeV, is negli-1t . 

gible. Hence the 1C- below 100 MeV were regarded as due primarily to 

L.-conversion. 

6 .1.1. Direct A-production. Charged pions above 100 MeV energy com

prise about 22/109 ~ 20 percent of the total number of charged pions, 

and are produced in about 9/63 ~ 14 percent of the light-hyperfragment

forming events. These are attrib~ted to the direct (A11C-) reaction (la)~ 

.. 
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This is a lower limit, t6 be sure. The total number of hy:perfragments 

produced directly by this reaction ~ould be somewhat larger owing to 

the greater inelastic-scattering cross-section for pions in this energy 

interval. As a result, there would be pions which, although they were 

produced by (A,~-) reactions, would scatter inelastically in the 

nucleuS and thus be obse~Jed in the interval of energy range T~ < 100 MeV. 

As sho'in previously, it is likely that this number is not great. 

Inelastic scattering, however, may contribute to a degradation in 

energy of pions that were directly produced in association with A's. 
I 

Their T usually remains above 100 MeV, however • There is also some 
~ 

loss of ~--mesons, which are absorbed while coming out of the nuclei in 

which they are produced. The ~-absorption loss is considered to be 

42 58 ) 15 percent. ' . 'lllerefore, from charge independence and the results 

of this work one cru1 estimate the total fraction of light hyperfragments 

11 formed by the capture of directly-produced A-hyperons from reaction (la) 

- 0 together with those from the uncharged reaction K + p -+ A + ~ , as 

not exceeding 20 percent. 

6 .1.2 Indirect prod.uction through E-conversion. In subsection 6 .1.1 

it was estimated that in 20 percent of the cases of light hyperfragment 

production from K--one-nucleon interactions, the A is produced directly. 

'rhus in the remaining 80 percent of the cases of one-nucleon capture, 

the A forming the hyperfragment is presumably produced through the 

1:-conversion reacti.on (lb), where an energetic nucleon is produced 

along with the ~-meson. Thus, E-conversion in the capturing nucleus 

plays ·a major role in producing hyperfragments. 

By comparir~ these results with data gathered by the Bologna 

,.;._ 
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group59 ~n i~ela.stic·a~attering of 1r-mesons, one sees that high-energy . .·. ' 

p~otons are not produced from the inelastic scattering of 1r-mesons of 

average energy 50 MeV coming from the (~,1r) reaction. The conversion 

processes involving ~-hyperons are: 

-~ + p ~A+ n, (9). 

~+ + n ~A+ p, (10) 

~0 + p ~A+ p, 
"") 

(11) 

~0 + n ~ J:,. + n, (12) 

From the above interactions one may deduce that a fast proton can 

-, 

. t 

I .. -, 

I ,, 

be produced only through ·the absorption of a ~+ or If. However, the 

production of E+ and ~0 must take place in association with a 1f- or 1r0 -

meson. Therefore the interaction of the ~-hyperon would be expected 

to have a strong correlation with negative 1£-mesons. If a hyperfragment-

parent star emits both_a high-energy proton and a charged pion, then the 

'l pion should generally be negative, and the concomitant fast proton may 

+ 0 be regarded as an indicator of indirect A production by F. or ~ 

- w absorption; ~ absorption does not usually yield fast protons. 

Of the eight pions of identif:i.ed sign associated w1 th high-energy 

protons, only one vms positive, thus indicating that most such protons 
. + 0 
originate from ~ or ~ • 

One may further compare our pion-energy spectrwn in Figure _11 (a) 

60 with results of deuterium experiments .for which two distinct peaks 

correspond to direct A production and to indirect A (~-conversion)_ 

processes. '.Ihe two peaks of this distribution are shifted towards 

values· higher than those of our p:!,on-energy spectrum. One could 

explain this difference by considering the deuteron structure to be 

" : : 
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so loose that the absorption of a K--meson takes place on a more or 

less ~ree nucleon, whereas in a complex nucleus this available energy 

is reduced by the higher 'binding energy of the nucleons. Furthermore 

one roay compare the higher energy distribution of charged mesons 

61 emitted in direct A-production. The two energy spectra are in 

agreement. 

From the one-nucleon reaction followed by 1:-conversion, one expects 

in general that the energy of fast protons 1nll be less than 60 MeV. 

The Fermi motion or the nucleons,_ however, complieates the picture. 
I 

It has been calculated that in about 25 percent of the absorption cases 

the energy of the fast protons 62 may be greater than 60 MeV. This 

calculation is based on the assumption that the yield of fast protons 

0 + in .E capture is half that of E absorption. From the experimental data 

one gets about 2/9 ~ 22 percent protons with T > 60 MeV from one ... 
p 

nucleon reactions (as identified by pion production). This is not in 

disagreement with the calculated value. 

One may compare this minimum value of the ratio 

:rr- from direct .II. 0 26 

all HF pions 82: 

with the corresponding ratio 0.31 deduced :from the results of the 
. 60 

deuteri.um experiment. As a check one compares the ratio given by 

61 . 
Cester et. aL , which aJ..so is 0.31. 

6.2 Discussion of two-nucleon Capture 

The simple t.wo-n~cleon rea.ctions are given in the first part of 

Sect·. 6. The energy distribution .of fast protons produced with 
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hyperfragments in both the one-nucleon and two-nucleon reaction of K--

mesons i.n emulsion nuclei are shovm in Fig. 12. 'nle cutoff for proton-

evaporation prongs (TP < 30 MeV) is also shown in this histogram. The 

interpreta·Gion of the histogram involves those processes in nuclear 

m'itter that. contribute protons of energy> 30 MeV, e.g. (a) 1t-meson 

+ 0 ( ) scatteri1~ or absorption, (b) E ' absorption, and c two-nucleon 

interactions. 

Events with only charged. pions and no high-energy proton (T > 30 MeV) 
p 

are pro"bably produced in one-nucleon reactions. However, the stars 
I 

having both a pion and a proton (T > 30 MeV) also may be produced 
p 

through one-nucleon reactions according to Eqs. (la) and (lb). The 

·events without pions are not all due to the two-nucleon capture processJ 

however. Such events may be from one-nucleon captures for which there 

0 was subsequent absorption of the pion or the emission of a 1t -meson. 

I\ ' In subsection 6 .1.1 it wa.s mentioned that for most one-nucleon 

reactions the energy of the proton is< 60 MeV •. Thus, one may certainly 

say that events with T ~ 80 MeV are due to multinucleon capture pro-
P 

ceases. .Most of the protons fran the mul tinucleon interaction should 

have energies in this region. Some .l~ out of 19 events with protons 

. alone, have energies T > 80 MeV. One may assume that these were pro
P 

duced in multinucleon reactions. Certainly one may estimate that 

19/63 = 30 percent ,is an upper limit for the number of lj.ght hy]?eri'rag-

menta originating in those mul tinucleon chrumels producing a fast 

proton aecondary. Studies ma.de of the branching ratios and reaction 

end-products for the mtlj.tinucleon channels have led to the conclusion 
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that approximately 56.percent of the end products will consist of 
. . 

hyperon pLus fast proton, while 44 percent will.consist of hyperon plus 

fast neutron.lO,l3 The neutron spectra are not expected to differ 

greatly from those of the proton. One may then deduce that if no more 

than 19 of the 63 H]' events which produce fast protons are from the 

multinucleon channels (the other HF events possess pion secondaries, 

·and are presumed to arise in single-nucleon interactions), then the 

same or smaller limit likewise exists for a similar sample of 63 HF 

events emitting fast neutrom, if one '"ere able to obtain such a sample • 
I 

Percentage-wise, therefore, the upper limit on light HF's produced in 

the multinucleon channels would not change: 19 fast protons plus 

19 fast neutrons from a sample of 126 light HF events. This resulting 

·limit is in agreement with the 30 percent figure for both light and 

14 heavy HF's obtained by Sacton. 

These multinucleon events eou+d have been produced either through 

direct A-production or through the r.-conversion process given in 

Equation (2b). There uas one star in whiCh two fast protons were 

produced. Both protons bad energy T > Bo MeV. We may possibly 
p 

explain their production through the E-conversion process, i.e., 

- 0 0 K + p ..f.:, p -+ E + p and I: + p -t A+ p. In the final state there is 

A+ p + p. Another possible explanation :f'or (A,2p) production is through 

a one-nucleon interaction in which (A,2p) are produced in the finaJ. 

·state through both pion absorption and I:-A conversion • 
. + . 

Of the events havir~g a 1t -meson, only one had a pion w1 th 

1( 
T >. 75 MeV; its energy was 81 MeV. This is in agreement with previous 

results; the frequency of the two-nucleon (multinucleon) reaction pro-

. ~ . 

i ' 
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+ - ' . + 
ducing an energetic~ -meson {i.e., K + 2p ~A+ n +~)is small 

+ . . 
compared with the~ -producing nucleon reaction given by Equation (la). 

As mentioned in the Section 6 discussion of K--capture by light 

and. by heavy nuclei, in. some of the hyperfragment events, K--absorption 

apparently took place in hea,:y elements (Ag,Br). Two of these 12 

events belonged to the two-nucleon absorption reaction leading to 
-

h;yperfragment production, as identifi.ed by fast protons (T > 80 MeV). 
p 

'i~is ::::"esul t is in agreement with the work of Condo and HillS~·~ which 

indicates that 8. relatively small percentege of the mul.tinucleon 

absorption takes place ir. heavy elements. I It is consistent with the 

rec~nt experimental results of a multinucleon yield of only 1 percent 

in deuterium59 but of 17 percent in helium.35 
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· V. ROLE OF RESONANCE FORMATION IN K- -INTERACTIONS 

A study of the reaction channels of K--mesons interacttng in 

\ 
\ 

complex nuclei would be incomplete without some attention being given 

to the role played by the formation of resonances, extremely short

lived states of a.ssociation of tl·TO or more particles. The data on 

resonances or possible resonances produced by K--interactions in 

hydrogen, deuterium, and helium bubble chambers bas been summarized 

in reference 63. 

these resonances, 

The production by K- at rest in emulsion of one of 

l 64 theY * (1405), has been the subject of a paper · 
0 

co-authored by the writer, and by A. Barbaro-Galtieri and F. M. Smith, 

published :i.n Physics Letters, and in part reproduced here. 

AT = 0 ~~ resonant state at 1405 MeV, Y * (1405) has been . 0 

.observed in various bubble chamber experiments.65,67 In nuclear 

68 emulsion, Esienberg et. al. found that the ~effective mass distri-

bution showed a strong enhancement around 1405 MeV; Frisk and Ekspong69 

reported a. peak in the p distribution (p = p~ + pn)· at a value corres

ponding to a. mass of 1405 MeV in the En: system produced in cf2 in 

the reaction K- + c?-2 ·~ '1f + 1f.~ .+ Bll. The latter researchers have 

recently redone their experiment UTider more favorable conditions and 

have published results 70 at variance '\-Tith their original ones, but 

which confirm those of this work. AJ.l experiments have analyzed the 

int~ractions produced by· K- at rest. 

The bubble chamber experiments of Alexander et. al. 66 and Alston 

et •. aJ..
67 yield. a full 'Width at half maximum of r = 35 ± 5 and 

r = 50 MeV 1 respectively. 
. 69 

Frisk and Ekspong, in their original 

-,· ...... 
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experiment, seemed to observe a wldth of ~ 1 MeV. The reason for 

this disagreement could be found in the fact that the two techniq_ues 

have different resolution in energy. In our experiment, two large 

stacks of emulsion were used. where the energy resolution is ~ 1 Y.u:V. . . 
- l2 The Z7t mass spectrum optained for K ~lntere.ctlon in C shows prominent 

enhancement in the reglon around 1412 MeV. However, using an impulse 

model to caJ_cuJ.ate the expected distribution for direct .E7t production, 

the observed results can be explained. without appeal to Y * (1405) 
. 0 

production. 'I'he 1 MeV width for the Y * (1405) resonance is not . 0 

confirmed. 

As mentloned in Chapter I, tvro large emulsion stacks were exposed 

to the K- -beam from the bevatron. The K- 1 s were brought to rest in 

the central part of the stacks and a laxge percentage of secondary 

particles came to rest in the emulsion. A sample of 270 events t~~t 

showed .E7t production has been analyzed. The criteria in selecting 

this sample were: (a) the K- interact.ed at rest, (b) the 1t came to rest 

in the stack, and (c) if the E decayed. in fiight, the secondary stopped 

in the stack. With these criteria the events not used were those 

where the 1t-mesons were either steep or else flat cmd left the stack 

or interacted in flight. T.hes£~ criteria do not introduce any bias 

because :for K- at ref:lt t.he dist:r.ibu:tion o:f prongs is expected to be 

isotropic. Eight measurements of each dip angle were made. AU 

angles and all E-ra1~es have been measured by at least two people. 

The p:Lon ranges were measured onee. For a~l the steep tracks, 

dfs :~or~.ion measu:t·emeuts have been made to correct the d.ip and pro-

jt;:!.' '~".:!a. t'\ngles' but this correction did not change the angle bet,veen 
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the E and the 1t by more than 0.5 deg. Suitable programs for the 

IBM 650 caJ.culated for each event the total momentum (,E = .EE + ~), 
. _2 2 . 2 

the invariant.mass of the E1t system M[M- = (En+ EE) - (~E + p~) ] 

and the appro.priate errors. The average error in p was 1.9 MeV /c 

arid never exceeded 3.5 MeV/c. The average error in M was 1.0 MeV 

and (t:M) was 1.9 MeV. 
max 

Of the 270 events analyzed, 32 had additional prongs with a 

length shorter than that for a 30 MeV proton, which is the limit for 

evaporation prongs. 'l'his small sample of events with more than 2 
I 

prongs has been measured only for comparison. An attempt has been made 

to select from the two-prong events those in which the K-capture was on 

al2 • This selection is merely based on the possibility of detecting 

' the recoiling nucleus 1 which is often difficult. The events have 

been divided into 4 categories based upon the appearance of the star 

center, i.e. those showing (a) recoil, (b) blob(s), (c) electron(s) 

and (d) clean star center. .In !ig. {3(a) the recoil events are plotted 

on a scatter diagrsm with tf (square of the invariant mass of the E:.t 

system) and p2 (total momentum. squared} as coordinates. In Fig. t3(b) 

the remaining events are plotted together using different symbols 

·for the three categories. The straight lines are kinematical 

relations between p2 and Mf for different nuclei.7l. The selection 

criteria. are the following: 

(a) For each event the dip and projected angle of the recoil 

have been calculated from the relation 2 ~ -(~E + ~); also from p 

the .length was calcul.ated by assuming the Bll mass for the recoil 

and using the range-energy relation of Heckman et. al.56 All the 
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events were then checked \mder high magnification for agreement with 

the calculated quantities. Those recoil events with projected angles 

within 10° of the calculated values and dip ansles of the right order 

of magnitude were accepted if the recoil lengths were in agreement 

wlth the calculated ones. The expected lengths are L :S 5~-t· Since 

the mean diameter of a grain in IL.5 emulsions is 0.5~-t, one does not 

expect the recoil criteria to be faultless for recoils vnth L < 0.8~-J, 

(2 grains) which corresponds to p = 100 MeV/c. For p < 60 MeV/c and 

a large calculated dip angle the recoil is not expected to have a 
I 

detectable range, therefore such events with a clean star center have 

been accepted. Six of these events were added to the recoil sample. 

This ~posteriori method of selecting the recoil events has been 

adopted in ord~r to have a bias-free sample. In fact, it is often 

difficult to decide whether there is a recoil, a blob, or an electron, 

especially for length < 1.5~-t· On the other hand, the probability for 

an electron to ha:ve the·sa.me length and direction expected for the 

recoil. of a given event is smalL 

(b) Included in the category of blob events were those with 

more than one grain at the star center of those with a single gratn 

not satisfying the caJ.culated recoil criteria.; Part of the events on 

o16 or heav-y nuclei are tncludect in this category, because they have 

shorter recoils than expected for B11 • 

(c) The electron events vrere those with recognizable slow 

electrons Ol' those with 2 Or 3 grains vThich 'ofere directional but did 

not.satisfy the criteria for recoils. This category may contain 
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~ .· ·.· ~, 
events .on 0 , for which the recoil direction is the same as for c-

but whose length is shorter. 

(d) The clean events were those with no visible electron, recoil 

or blob and ·With a p >· 60 MeV/c. Satisfying these criteria were only 

·16 events out.of 218 with p > 60 MeV/c. This· means that one expects 

only 1.4 events with p > 60 MeV/c to be in this category rather than 

among the recoils. I' 

Table XVI summarizes the sepaxation of,events into different 

categories 
I 

TABLE XVI Number and Type of Events Analyzed 

Type Re.coil Blobs · Electrons Clean > 2 prongs 

Number 
of 133 45 17 32 

Events 

Iu Fig~ 13 one notes the following: 

·Total 

270 

(1) The recoil even~s lie between· the line for o16 and the line 

corresponding to the last excited state for B1~ (for which the 

. ll 7 
excitation energy is enough to g:tve B ~ Li + a). In this sample, 

it may be expected confidently th&t the 1najority of the reactions are 

on c?-2 • In fact the ~5 range-energy relation is appreciably different. 
. 16 

from that of B11·for p > 100 MeV/c. There doubtless remains some 0 

contamination, espec:tally at low momenta, but its effect on the given 

interpretation of the process under study is negligible. · 

( 2) The > 2 prong events lie far from the solid lines in Fig. 1 J (b) • 

~hese. interactions are those in whtch a heavy.nucleus has been left in 

a.n excited state and the excitation energy was enough to allow an 

···. . . . ~ . 

·' 
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values for Yo* of M = 1405 ± 1 MeV produced in ~2 and with 
:sll in its ·ground state. The number of events is given in 
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evaporation prong, or those in which the -n: or the L: had a secondary 

interaction on a proton. Heavy nuclei are most likely to give such 

events because of the large density of nucleons. 

(3) Some 70 percent of the blob, electron, or clean events lle 

near the solid lines in Fig. 13 (b) • Many of them are probably inter-
,6 . 

actions on 0~ (from the way they have been selected). The remaining 

30 percent show a distribution similar to that of the > 2 prong events.· 

I::1 the following the analysis is restricted to the recoil events 

only. In J:."'ig. 13 (a) the mass 11.;.05 MeV area. does not show any particular 
I 

e!Ll).ancement; a peak seems to occur at 1.412 MeV. It is evident that the 

B11. is ofter: left in an excited state; indeed, the distribution of 

points indicates excited states are preferred. From the diagram this 

means that for Y
0
* product'l.on in C 

12 
one does not exP.e,:t a peak in 

2 2 
the p distribu~~ion because different excited. states give different p 

values corresponding "':.o a 1405 V.teV invariant mass (!!- = 1.97i+ GeV
2

). 

Since the position of the peak observed by Frisk and Ekspong in their 

or:i.ginal experiment is a:t p == 170 MeV/c, all their events would corres-

11 pond to Y * procluction in the B grormd state. In Fig. _1,4 the 
. 0 

momentum distributions are plotted (a) for all our sample of 2-·prong 

events and (b) for the 133 interaations on c?-2 • The distributions 

do not present any evidence of peaking at any :particular p value. 

It is very imp0rtant to include among the interactions on 2-2 

those events with p < 100 HeV/c. 

16 There may 'be contaminatton from interactions on 0 , but if \ 

such events had not been ·taken the M distribution would have had a ' \ 
non-negligible btas. In Fig. 15. · is plotted the M distr:i.butions f'or 
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(a) all the 2-prong events and (b) the interactions on c?-
2

• In the 

latter the dotted-line distribution represents the distribution we 

would have if there had not been taken any events withp < 100 MeV/c. 

As one can see in this case there is a symmetrical distribution around 

1405 McV.which could easily simulate a resonance. The M distribution 

in Fig. 15 does not differ substantially from the one observed by 

68 ' 
Eisenberg et. al. This distribution can easily be interpreted as 

that expected for direct ~~ production. 

PL~ impulse model, as suggested by Block, 72 has been calculated 
I 

for the reaction 

K- + c?-2 ~ r + ~ + + Bll. (l) 

It assumes that the capture takes place on a single nucleon and neglects 

final-state interactions. It has been calculated for K- captures in 

s, p and d states. The wave function for the nuclear density d.istri-
' ~2 
bution in c- vas assumed to be the same as the charge distribution 

measured by Hofstadter.73 1~is calculation has been done forK--captures 

such that the B11 has been left in its grourtd state, and the data can 

be compared with the impulse model only for a restricted sample of 

··() ll Ll events. In Fig. 13 a the B1 line (B in its first excited state) 

11 . 11 lies apart from the B0 line (the ground state for the B nucleus) 

by only a. distance correspond:l.ng to 1.5 standard deviations, where 

it is assumed for a the average error on the events. For this reason 

it is hard to select a sample of events to compare with the impulse 

model. It was assumed that· the events -vd thin 1.5 a from the~ B 11 line 
·- 0 

.2 2 
are· of type (1). In Fig. 16 the Ml and p distributions of these 39 

events are compared with the calculated distributions. An s-state 
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capture seems to gi.ve a better fit than the others, but the statistics 

are too poor to allow any conclusion in this matter. In any case it 

is evident that one ca.."l .explain the data without any appeal to Y
0
* 

(1405) production. The distributions of all the events on Cl2 
(Figs • 

. 14(b) and 1.s(b)) could be easily obtained by a superposition of curves 

calculated for different excited states of B11, thus shifting the!?-

peak to lower values. 

In conclusion, the data do not show any evidence for Y
0
* production 

in Cl2 with a width of 1 MeV. If the Y ·* (1405) had a width of r == 1 MeV 
0 ' 

it would travel a distance d ~ 23 fm before decaying. S~nce the B11 

radius is ~ 2.5 fm, the E and 1t should not have interactions inside 

the nucleus. Therefore with the given energy resolution one should 

detect its production. If the Y * (1405) has a 40 MeV width one would 
0 . 

be able to see such a width in the distribution in Fig. 15(b). More-

over, it 1-rould only go about 1 f'm before decaying. The width would 

then be further increased by Coulomb scattering and secondary inter-

actions within the nucleus. Because both excited and ground states 

are involved, the reaction is not well defined. Consequently, in this 

experiment one cannot distinguish production of Y
0
* with a ~~dth of 

about 20 MeV from nonresonant direct production. If the width is of 

this order of magnitude, one cannot measure it in any case because 

the mass distribution will be broadened for the above reasons. 

' ... 

·: .... 

.. 
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VI. DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS 

In the :present work the branching ratios have 'been determined for 

the single~nucleon reaction channels of the K--interaction at rest with 

complex nuclei of research emulsion. These values are in general 

10 
agreement with those obtained by the EUl"'pean Collaboration from 

fewer events. 

The ratio of the number of negative p:l.ons to the number of :positive 

:pions emitted from K--interaction stars ha.s been f'O\L"ld for variou:3 

:p~.on energy intervals. These results indicate that the ratio is not 
I 

constant but decreases with increasing energy. For the pion kinetic 

energy between 0 and 30 MeV, the value is 1+.9 ± 0.9. For the next 

interval, 30 to 60 MeV, this work yields 3 )~ ± 0.6, while for the 

interval 60 to 90 MeV the result is 3·3 ± 0.7. The ratios found by 

10 the European Collaboration are 3 "8 ± 0. 8, l+. 0 ± 0. 9, and 4 .• 0 ± 1.6 

i! respectively. However, their statistics e.re successively poorer the 

greater the energy of the interval. In fact they •rere un.able to 

determine the charge of any pions of energy· beyond 90 MeV, while ll 

such events were identified in thj.s experiment. 

A determination of the relative number of captures on light and 

on heavy nuclei ,.,as made for· both the single-nucleon and the multi-

nucleon reaction ch~~els. 

Use 'i.ffi.s made of the presence of prongs of short range L, 'Where 

2.5 J.1. < L < 30 1-l, and of Auger electrons. It was found that the pion 

emission freq.uency for K<• -captu.res at rest was close to the same order 

. of magnitude for both light and. he~vy nyclei (LJ.6q .. o) •rith a 

\ 
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slightly greater frequency for the C~ N, 0 events. 

On the other hand., the K- -interaction with a li.ght nucleus is 

2.36 times as lH:ely to produce a fast hyperon as is a K--interaction 

with a heavy nucleus. 

The hyperfragment production mechanism has been investigated by 

studying the spectra of accompanying pions. For the single-nucleon 

ch~~el it is found. that a majority (~ 80 percent) of the light hyper-

nuclei which emerge from the interaction star originate in !:-conversion 

processes. Analysis of the accompanying fast proton spectra (Tp > 30 
I 

MeV) was made in order to determine the extent of the role played 

by the multinucleon reaction. It was found that at most 30 percent of 

the light hypernuclei originated in multinucleon reactions. An attempt 

was made to separate K--captures inc, N, or 0 from those in Ag or Br 

using the same criteria listed previously. Only a small percentage 

1
; (:S 20 percent) of the production of these light hyperfragments was 

found to take place in the heavy elements. 

The role played by resonance formation inK--interactions in 

complex nuclei has been investigated. In particular the evidence for 

the Y
0 
* (1405) production has been stud:i.e:d by ~nalyzing .the Z1t mass 

- 12 spectrum obtained for K -interaction in c- . Although the ~1( mass 

spectrum shows enhancement in the region around 1412 MeV, this can be 

explained using an impulse model and without recourse to any Y * (1405) 
0 

production" The energy resolution with the present emulsion stacks ., 

is 1 Mev·. Therefore, the production of a resonance with a width at 

half.-Iliaximum of 1 MeV, as was reported by one group 69, should have been 
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detected. In fact, a resonance half-width of up to 20 MeV would be 

·apparent, but such is not the case. The results of the present work 

12 do not shovr evidence for Y * (1405) production in C with a width of. 
0 ' 

1 MeV. 

;; 

,, 
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Appendix I. Sce.·ttering cross section 

formulas forK--nucleon processes 

We present here the cross sections for the various K--nucleon 

processes: elastic scattering, charge exchange scattering, and absorption. 

The der·i vations of these formulas were carried out in References 16 and 

19. The K- + p elastic scattering cross section is 

::: 

' 
while the K- + p charge exchange scattering cross sectiori is 

cr c.e. 

A 
0 

1-ik.A 
0 

The K- + p absorptlc'n cross section is 

Cf abe 
2n: [ 
k 

b 
o;;..__,..... + 

l·l-ikA
0
!2 

2 

(l) 

(2) 

. (3) 

The K- + n cross sections ar'e simpler because only T = l plays a role. 

'I'he elastic scatte1·ing cross sectlon is 

' 

while the charge exchange scattering cross seetion is 

(J 
c.e. 

::: 

and tbe absorption cross section is 

(4) 

(5) 
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(6) 

When a more sophisticated treatment is done, and Coulomb and mass 
16 

. difference effects are considered, then the following expressions result 

= 

+ 

(J 

(J = abs 

2 e 
cosec 2 

2Bk
2 

) 

exp {~ ln sin ~ } 

~{Ao (l-ik
0
"\) + A:I_ (l-ik

0
A

0 
)} 

1tk c2 A -~ 
2 

0 0 = 
' c.e. k D 

21!C
2 1 - ik

0
A:I_ 

2 

{bo k D 

1 - ik A 
2 

+b. 0 0 } 1 D 

2 

I ' 
(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

here B is the Bohr radius of the K- + p system, and C is the Coulomb 

21![ ( 21! )~ -1 :'!() penetration factor kB 1-exp - kB J • The relative momentum of the K N 

system is k0~, and D is a quantity which takes account of the mass 

difference. 'rhe expression forD reduces to (l-ikA0 )(1-i~) forK= k
0

• 
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Appendix II. Details of the Emulsion Stack Exposure 

The first emulsion stack employed in this exper:tment, the .A.-stack, 

cons:!.sted of 216 pellicles of Ilford K.5 emulsion, each one measuring 

6 inches X 9 inches in area and 60011 in thickness. The pellicles were 

assembled and milled following the reguJ.ar procedure used by the Bl:lrkas 

group at L,RJ_, and outlined i:n Reference 25. The assembled stack wa.s 

exposed to the bevatron's 450 MeV/c K-·~beam separated by the coaxial 

26 
velocity spectrometer. Grid printing of the stack with the Berkeley 

grid •ras according to the methods mentioned :l.n Reference :25. '.1.1J.1e' re-

sults of the analysis of particle density and distributions in the A

stack were repo::.-ted by Dyer. 
2

7 

The second stack utilized ·.vas the C-stack, a 9-inch cube of 

emulsion consisting of 320 Ilford K.5 pellicles, assembled and milled 

in the same manner as the A-stack. 'L."le exposm.~e of thls stack took 

place at three separate times. In the first test run on November 1, 1960, 

the negattve K-meson beam ('1\rj.th momentum 760 MeV/c) fran the Murray 

coaxial velocity spectrometer, was incident. on a copper absorber 

innnediately in fx·ont of the C-stack. This absorber had a mass of 119.280 
') 

gf em c., calculated to be suff:lcient to stop the beam in the interior of 

the stack which ,.;as kept a.t a temperu.ture bet1.;reen 0 and ~-° C during 

the bevatron exposure f:n order to reduce fading of the latent image 

and to hamper the growth of fog. Approximately 31,000 negative K-mesons 

were accumulated during the first exposure lasting 52 hours. On 

November 16, e. second exposu.:re of the C-sta.ck was begun under similar 

conditions and lasted 9 hours. The momentum of the negative K .. parti.cles 

I~ 
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"TS.s only 600 MeV /c this time; the beam came into the stack from the 

direction opposite to that of the first exposure. Now, however, the 

absorber consisted of two parts: The first '..ras copper of mass absorption 
·. 2 

coefficient 83.014 g/cm at the bubble chamber and the second was 
.. 

copper plus an aluminum container with total mass absorption coefficient 

36.014 g/cm2 . This brought the beam to rest interior to the stack. Due · ·· · 

to technical difficulties with the be&~, the run was finally discon-

tinued and the emulsion stack was removed to the storage mine on November 

28, and kept there at dry ice temperature until the run resumed on 
! 

March 9, . 1961. 

For the third and final exposure, the conditions were approximately 

the same as the previous two. The momentum of the negative K-beam 

was 750 MeV/c and the copper absorber used was of mass density 150.8 

g/cm2, while the aluminum refrigeration box had a mass density of 0.6 

g/cm2 • The range to be traveled in emulsion was 4.5 inches, or half 

2 the distance through the C-stack, yielding a mass density of 151.2 g/cm • 
. 2 

Thus the total absorber was l94.5 g/cm • .After the conclusion of the 

exposure, the stack was grid printed wlth the Berkeley grid as referred 

to in References 25 and 28. 

. .. 

. ff; ... ~"M<< 
'.\ .. ···.....;;, 

• .,,,']'i 1 ,,,a. 
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Appendix III • Range Determinations by the Grid-Plot 

Method 

The details of the printing of the Berkeley grid on tb0 emulsion 

' pellicle are contained in Reference 25. The pellicle alignment pro-

cedure is outlined in References 25 and 28. 

The ranges of particles were estimated. by referring to the grid 

system printed on the pellicles. A reconstruction of the track was 

made -by plotting on graph paper the points at ·which the part:i.cle passes 

from one pellicle to another or where a scat.ter of more than 5° tal{.es 

place. When these points are connected by straight lines as in Figure III-1, 

with pellicle numbers alongside, then the "true" projected range of the 

particle is approximated by the series of straight lines. To convert 

. this projected range to the space range of the particle, it is necessaz7 

to take account of the pellicle thickness corresponding to each straight 

line segment. The range may be calculated in this fashion by an appli-

cation of the Theorem of Pythagoras. That is, 

where R is the total range of the particle in emulsion, L is the pro-

jected length of the track, measured in a single pellicle at most, and 

t is the total thickness of the pellicle traversed by the particle in 

completing the length L. Therefore, t is usually the original tM.ck-

ness of the pelJ.j.cle, if the· track passes through without any scatters 

0 of 5 .or more. 

')7 
As a check~ this method was applied to 13 pions whose ranges of 
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. 30 
up to 8 centimeters had been determined by means of the range scope. 

The difference between the two methods was less than 4 percent in all 

cases. 
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132. 133 134 l3:r 13&. 

Figur~ . .TII-d.Graphic representation or grid··plot of a particle 

track 
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Appendix rv. Grain Density of Emulsion Tracks 

The grain-density in the emulsion track of a charged particle is 

an indicator of its velocity. Measurements of the true grain-density 

have been made by several methods on the tracks of electrons, pions, 

K-mesons, protons, E-hyperons, and a-particles.3l The curve of grain-

density vs. velocity in K.5 emulsion has been obtained and is presented 

in FigureiV-1.The results found by different objective methods and by 

different observers were in agreement. It was found that, owing to the 

finite density of silver-halide crystals in the emulsion, the grain
! 

density saturates. The nature of the saturation effect was studied. A 

decomposition of the grain-density into primary and secondary· components 

was made. Even at the minimum of grain density, some 25 percent of the 

grains are of secondary origin. Since only primary grains are affected 

by the relativistic rise of the grain-density, the interpretation of 

the plateau/minimum grain-density ratio is affected. Special observ-ations 

of the grain-density in the relativistic region were made, taking pre-

cautions to avoid temperature, fading, and development-difference effects. 

A rise to .the plateau of 18 percent in the primary grain-density was found. 

This. implies a mean excitation potential for .AgBr of 442 ev. Finally, 

indices that measure emulsion quality were suggested: the maximum 

gap density, B (related to the developed grain diameter a = 1/eB ); 
max ma.x 

the grain density ~in' produced at the minimum of ionization,; and the 

. saturation lacunarity, L • These three quantities were defined opera
o 

tionally in Reference 31. 

·. 
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Fig •.IV-1. The observed grain-density of singly and doubly-charged 
particles in Ilford. K-5 emulsion vs. velocity t?>. Measure
ments by different methods were made in overlapping regions 
of t?>. The legend is * minimum in this K-5 emulsion; o tracks 
of L.-hyperons (lacunarity method); 6 tracks of K-mesons, 
protons and rc-me sons (lacu.."l.ari ty method) j c tracks of the 
same particles using the gap-length coefficient method, 'V 
tracks of K-mesons, 1r-mesons and electrons (blob count 
method); and . trackB of a-particles (laeunarity method). 
'l'ypical errors a.re ind:i.cated. 

·il' 
~~ 
~~;;·:ftaJ~ 
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